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ABSTRACT

The Web-based Independent Study Program (WISP) is an

on-line database program used to create and store
educational records for members of Dikaios.

Dikaios is a

Christian educators association that offers an Independent
Study Program (ISP).

The WISP project will allow Dikaios

home educators to create, store, edit, view, and print the
forms and records that are required by Dikaios
administrators and by the state of California.

These forms

are specifically the student's course of study, monthly

evaluations, semester grade reports, graduation plan, and
transcripts.

Using a database to store the classes that a student

is planning to take will enable monthly evaluation reports

and grade reports to be easily created and modified.

It

will also allow a high school graduation plan to be

generated automatically from the data entered.

The

graduation plan shows the classwork that the student will
take to meet graduation requirements.

Having this plan

available to the Dikaios administrators as well as to the

home educator should allow any course requirement issues to
be addressed early in the student's education.

It is the goal of this project to make the required

planning and reporting simple enough so that it will no

longer be a time consuming burden.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Home educators are people who have undertaken the

awesome and sometimes daunting task of educating their
children at home.

To enhance the home educating

experience, or maybe just to survive it, many home

educators choose to join a homeschool support group.
1.2 Independent Study Program

There are many reasons for joining a support group.
Many groups offer the home educated child the opportunity

to be involved in intramural sports, weekly cooperative
classes, high school clubs, and other social events.
Homeschool support groups that are recognized by the state

of California as private schools also offer Independent

Study Programs (ISP) to keep official records for the home
educated student.
1.3 Homeschooling Records

The ISP is required by the State of California to keep
certain records for each of its students.

The records must

show all of the courses being taken by each home educated
student, their specific monthly progress in each class,

their grades, and their daily attendance.

It is the

responsibility of the home educator to provide these
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records to the ISP.

Generating these records can be a

tedious and time consuming task.
1.4 Project Goals
It is the goal of this project to make the planning

and record keeping process as simple as possible for the
home educator, specifically for Dikaios Christian Home
Educators Association members.

In addition, the reports

generated by the system should meet the requirements
specified in the Dikaios handbook [3] and should maintain

the current report format.

The content and layout of the

reports should be the same as the paper forms currently in

use.
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CHAPTER TWO

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION

2.1 Purpose
The purpose of the Software Requirements Specification

(SRS) is to specify the user's requirements of the system

being designed.

These requirements were derived by meeting

with two Dikaios administrators and discussing the

weaknesses associated with their existing record keeping

system.

The reporting requirements were derived from the

Dikaios Christian Educators Association Handbook [3].
Additional input was solicited from end users as the

project progressed.

2.2 Project Overview

The Web-based Independent Study Program (WISP)
provides a solution for home educators and ISP

administrators.

It also contains components that will be

used by home educators and their students.
2.3 Business Context

Dikaios Christian Educators Association is currently

using several computer programs along with manual record
keeping techniques to administer the educational records of

approximately 200 Junior High and High School students.
This process is tedious and time consuming.
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2.4 Project Functions

The primary functional requirements for WISP are to:

• Store and process member information such as: name,
home address, phone number, email address.

• Keep track of each student's attendance records.
• Keep track of each student's course of study.

• Generate student report cards and transcripts.
• Facilitate communication between administrators and
Home Educators.

• Allow an on-line learning program to be linked to it
• Provide a back-up and restore procedure.

2.5 Similar Systems
There are web-based school administration programs,
such as Kl2admin [7], commercially available.

These

programs use the large class model and do not address the

unique requirements of the home educator.

The home educator needs a system that allows them to
create custom educational plans for each of their children

and track their progress monthly.
2.6 User Characteristics and Use Cases

There will be two types of users of the WISP system;
the home educator and the system administrator.

The home

educator will use the system for a variety of planning and
reporting tasks.

The use case diagram in Figure 1 shows

that the home educator can use the system to create or view

4

courses of study, monthly evaluations, and grade reports

for each of their students.

The home educator can choose

to display a graduation plan, which summarizes all of the
course of studies planned for a single student.

The last

use of the system is to display a transcript which shows

the students educational achievements.

Figure 1. Home Educator Use Cases

The second type of user is the ISP administrator.
(See Figure 2.)

This user will have the ability to add,

modify, and list member information, create mailing labels,

and access all information stored in the WISP database.
The administrator is responsible for making hard copies and
archiving the records created by the home educator.
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Figure 2. Administrator Use Cases

2.7 General Constraints
This project was created using open source software.

To facilitate support and future enhancements, commonly-

used languages and platforms were used.

The WISP system

will be on-line by August 1st, 2005.
2.8 Functional Requirements

Functional requirements are what the system must
accomplish.

Other types of requirements, such as interface

requirements or performance requirements, describe how the

system accomplishes its functional requirements and are

dealt with later in sections 2.9 and 2.10.
This section lists the functional requirements in

order of importance.

Each functional requirement is first

described and then each of the following issues are
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addressed: its criticality to the project, any technical
issues associated with it, its costs and effect on the

schedule, the risks associated with it, and the final

result.
2.8.1 Generate Student Transcripts
2.8.1.1 Description.

Generating a transcript is

currently a very time consuming process.

It requires the

tabulation of several pages of grades, the classification

of courses completed by description, the addition of
attendance records, and finally the merging of all the

information onto a complex form.

To accomplish this task

each student's course of study, their grades, and their
attendance must be recorded.

Each of these separate tasks

are functional requirements of the system.

2.8.1.2 Significance.

This function, along with its

supporting sub-functions, will require about 60 percent of
It is an essential system

the project development time.

function that must work for the project to be considered a

success.
2.8.1.3 Technical Issues.

To meet this requirement

the system must store student information in a manner that
will allow it to be tabulated as required on the

transcript.

The program must also be able to determine

which graduation requirements are met by which courses.
The current transcript being created is a single page.
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This may need to be changed to allow for

variation between

student records.

2.8.1.4 Risks.

If under some circumstance a

transcript cannot be formated properly it should be output
to a file that can be edited by hand.

2.8.1.5 Final Outcome.

The WISP system can generate a

preliminary transcript that shows attendance, credits, and
grades.

(See Appendix D.4.)

The preliminary transcript

will be useful to the home educator but it is not in a
format that can be used as a final transcript.
2.8.2 Facilitate Communication

2.8.2.1 Description.

There are many news worthy

events that the membership can be made aware of either

through a web page or by email.
2.8.2.2 Significance.

This function should not take

more than 5 to 10 percent of the development time.

It is

not a critical function but it should come at relatively

little cost.
2.8.2.3 Technical Issues.

Allowing certain Home

Educators to publish to the web simply and securely may be

a challenge.

Setting up a system to email the membership

automatically may also be a bit of a challenge.

2.8.2.4 Risks.

This method of communication will be

in addition to all of the current methods.

If this feature

does not get implemented it will be considered lost
opportunity, but the project may still be a success.
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2.8.2.5 Final Outcome.

This requirement was met by

installing and configuring Mambo [9] as a content

management system.

It can be accessed at

http://www.dikaios.org/mambo/.

2.8.3 Integrate a Course Management System
There are several open source

2.8.3.1 Description.

projects that have the potential to be incorporated with
the WISP program.

Adding one of these programs would allow

a co-op teacher to post information such as syllabus,

assignments, class news, etc. to an area designated as the
class website.

Students and parents would be able to read

this material and correspond with the instructor.
2.8.3.2 Significance.

This function should have very

little impact on the schedule.

It should be a matter of

finding the software and configuring it.

Some time may be

used trying to integrate the software. This feature is not

critical to the success of this project.

If it is included

it will be a nice feature for those involved in the co-op.
2.8.3.3 Technical Issues.

system that can be used
system.

It will take time to find a

in conjunction with the WISP

The system will need to be installed and

configured.

2.8.3.4 Risks.

Since this software should be very

loosely coupled with the main system it should pose no risk

to the success of the project.
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2.8.3.5 Final Outcome. This requirement was met by
installing and configuring Moodle [10] as a course

management system.

It can be accessed at

http://www.dikaios.org/moodle/.

2.9 Interface Requirements
This section describes how the software interfaces

with other software products or users for input or output.
2.9.1 User Interfaces

The WISP interface will be a standard web browser such
as Firefox or Internet Explorer.
2.9.2 Hardware Interfaces

The WISP server will not require any significant
hardware interfaces.

Clients will access the server either

through an ethernet card or a dial-up connection depending
on the configuration.

2.9.3 Communications Interfaces

WISP will be designed to run as an intranet or
internet program.

The program will use HTTPS and TCP/IP to

communicate securely between clients and the server.

2.9.4 Software Interfaces
To insure that forms and labels have.a consistent look

WISP may make use of data formats such as portable document
format (PDF).

Data will be sent to the clients in the

appropriate format preceded by Mime headers that will cause

an appropriate external program to load and interpret it.
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2.10 Performance Requirements

The WISP system will meet all performance expectations
when run on a modest personal computer (lGhz 586 or better)

2.11 Design Constraints
WISP should not require any proprietary software to
run effectively.

2.12 Other Non-functional Attributes
2.12.1 Security
Security is always a concern when storing personal

information.

Data will be transferred between client and

server using secure socket layer (SSL).

User access to the

system will be limited by requiring a valid email address

and password combination.

Administrator access will be

restricted using "htaccess".

All passwords will be

encrypted before they are stored in database.

2.12.2 Backup and Recovery

The ability to recover from data loss or system crash
is essential.

A back-up plan and installation instructions

will be created.
2.12.3 Re-usabilitv

Re-usability is not a mandatory requirement but is
deemed a very desirable goal.

This should be considered

when making design decisions specific to Dikaios.

At a

minimum, all site specific constants and logos should be
set in a single initialization file.
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2.13 Project Schedule

The following tasks were implemented in sequential
order:

• Created a working prototype of all system reports

using the database and scripting language on an
existing server.

• Obtained user feedback on the report formats and the
data entry process.

• Fine tuned the reports and added the required
programs for editing data.

• Integrated the on-line learning system.
• Allowed the system to be used for a few weeks and
obtained feedback.

• Made changes based on user feedback.
2.14 Budget

There was no budget allocated for this project.

All

necessary hardware existed and all necessary software was

freely available so the lack of finances did not cause a

problem.
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CHAPTER THREE
PROJECT DESIGN
3.1 System Architecture

The WISP project was created using what is commonly

referred to as the LAMP software infra-structure.

LAMP is

an acronym for Linux, Apache [1] , MySQL [11], and PHP [14].

Each of these four components of LAMP are extremely

successful examples of open source projects.

See

references for the web address of each of their main
project pages.

All user interaction with the WISP system occurs by
way of a web browser interface via the internet.

This

allows the system to be easily accessed by each of Dikaios'
home educators.

See Figure 3.

Figure 3. Client / Server Architecture
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3.2 System Interface

The WISP system uses a web browser to provide the
graphical user interface between the user and the MySQL
database system.
3.3 General User Tasks

The home educator can use the system to create or view

a course of study for their students.

Once a course of

study is created for a given semester, monthly evaluations

and grade reports can be created.

A graduation plan, which

summarizes all of the course of studies for a single
student, can be generated by the system.

The system will

also let the home educator display a preliminary transcript

3.3.1 Create Course of Study
Once the user is logged in, they will be presented

with a list of tasks.

Elie

Edit

yiew

£o

* j®

flookmarks

@

lools

(See Figure 4.)

E> ’{t

/....../O

......

Help

-Qj|igJ

https;//dds.scroggs.locaf/dikaios/isp/isp,php:

a
VV dVLIJJJLt?

| Display Course of Study
< Prepare Monthly Evaluation
1 Display Monthly Evaluation
Prepare Semester Report Card
Display Semester Report Card

© Go

®

[^L

•

TO
get started select
E Display «!
’!; ^''00! Graduation Plan
□ve.
.
.
High School Transcript
Additional dropdowns wjii neauiieiiuepeiiuniy un what you change it to.

Once you see them set their values and click GO.

„

Done

Figure 4. Select a Task
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J

One of the first tasks that should be performed is to
create a course of study for each of the students being

home educated.

This process involves

(See Figure 5.)

selecting a student name, a grade, and a semester and then
clicking GO.

at a time.

Classes are added to the course of study one
First a subject area is selected and then a

specific class from within the selected subject area is

Lastly all of the class details are input and the

chosen.

This process is repeated until all of the

data is saved.

classes for the given semester are entered.

a
file

£dlt

<>

View

Go

bookmarks

Tools
ESk

.Help

’|T

| Prepare Course of Study

j Jennifer

id

(B S list

© G=

https://dds,5croggs.Iacai/dikaios/isp/isp.php

J IO

>| | First

!*]

GO

1

|

A

Course o F Study for J ennifer Scroggins
Grad b Level 10 First Semester
!

To add a :lass to this course of study select a subject
area from t le dropdown list and click "Add Class Details".
-- Select a subject --

. del (

j "del |

1 del 1

; dei f

i del' f

!>|

?”AcitfClass Details!

If

Pre High School Class
(elect the Display Course of Study task.
To display a printable ve *Economics
Elective
Subject
English
Papers/Projects
Tests
Class
Fine Arts
Area
Foreign Language
None
T=7 Q=
Science Basic Science Basic Geography
Health
Units: 5.00
Math
Hours: 5.00
Physical Education
Science
Memory verses, reading,
'Time U.S. Government
on 10 Quizes
Elective Bible 10
studying, prayer
the F U.S. History
Units: 2.50
World History
Hours: 3.00
Daily reading and writing
10 Tests
English 10, BJU Press
English English 10
assignments
Vocabulary
Wordly Wise 3000, book
Units: 5.00
quizzes
5-6
Hours: 5.00
r= Q=
Foreign French I
Language Units: 5.00
Hours: 5.00
Chapter exams and daily
14 Tests
"Geometry" BJU Press
Math Geometry
assignments
Units: 5.00
Honrs- F> 00

| dds.scroqgs.local

Done

Figure 5. Prepare Course of Study
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/edit j

. edit "I

tf.

edit |

\ .e’dit ,|

! edlf |

3.3.2 View Course of Study

The course of study can be viewed at any time by

selecting the View course of study task from the select

(See Appendix

The results will look like Figure 6.

menu.

A.l for a sample of the printed output.)
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Grade Level 10 - First Semester

H
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Class

Subject Area

Textbooks ?

Science Basic Science
Units: 5.00
Hours: 5.00
Elective Bible 10
Units: 2.50
Hours: 3.00
English English 10
Units: 5.00
Hours: 5.00
Foreign French I
Language Units: 5.00
Hours: 5.00
Math Geometry
Units: 5.00
Hours: 5.00
Elective Music
Units: 2.50
Hours: 3.00
.Physical PE
Education Units: 5^00 -Done

•
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English 10, BJU Press Wordly
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i
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r
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5
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Figure 6. View Course of Study

3.3.3 Display Graduation Plan

The graduation plan is a summary of all of the course
of studies that have been entered into the system for a
selected student.

(See Figure 7.)

It shows when each of

the classes required for graduation will be taken and
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provides a quick verification that all of the unit
requirements will be met.

(See sample output in Appendix

A.3 for a complete graduation plan.)
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Dikaios Christian Academy
High School Graduation Plan for: Jennifer Scroggins
Subject
Area

Math

English

Science
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9th Grade
1st Sem 2nd Sem
Algebra 1 Algebra 1
5.00 units 5.00 units
English 9 English 9
5.00 units 5.00 units

10th Grade
1st Sem 2nd.Sein
Geometry Geometry
5.00 units 5.00 units
English 10 English 10
5.00 nnits 5.00 units
Basic
Basic
Biology
Science Science
5.00 units
Biology
5.00 units 5.00 units
Science
5.00 units Science Science
Lab
Lab
Lab
0.00 units
0.00 units 0.00 units
World
World
History History
5.00 units 5.00 units

Total Units
Uth Grade
12th Grade
1st Sem 2nd Sem Planned Required
1st Sem
2nd Sem
Algebra II Algebra II
30.0
20:0
5.00 units 5.00 units
English 11 English 11 English 12 English 12
40.0
30.0
5.00 units
5.00 units 5.00 units 5.00 units

Equine
Science
5.00 units

U.S.
U.S. History
History
5.00 units
5.00 units

U.S. History

Geography

U.S.
Government-

.

Gardening
5.00 units

Geography Geography
5.00 units 5.00 units

Government
5.00 units
... ”

Done '

a

30.0

20.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

5.0

5.0

5.0
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Figure 7. Display Graduation Plan

3.3.4 Prepare Monthly Evaluation

Another task that can be preformed using WISP is the
required monthly evaluations.

(See Figure 8 and Figure 9.)

This involves logging attendance for the month, pages read,

test grades, and any other notes of interest.

Being able

to create this form and re-edit it should prove to be a
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great help for the home educator.

(See Appendix A.2 for a

sample of the printed output.)
Uh
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fdft

View

Go

Bookmarks

lools

<:•

Help
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.. QjlSJ ©Go

https:Z/dds.scroggs.bcaVdlkBlos/lsp/lsp.php

'*T | lennHer

| Prepare Monthly Ewalmtbn

'^| | 10

’▼! j FlrM

l^|| August

i^r| j 2003

®
1^1 ,

[goJ j

Monthly Evaluation for 08/2003
Please enter the number of days missed and check each day in attendance.
Sick Days:

|o

Vacation Days:

1

s

1
[~3 r

ion
|i7 r
|24 r

.M

W

T

T

5r

6 C

7

nr i2.r

13 r

14

4 r

IB F' 19

25

f

y 20

F 21

F

S

i r 2r
r. .8 r 9 r
r 15 r i6 r
F 22 F 23 r

26 F 27 F 28 F 29 F 30 r

|31 c
Please list activities, Fieldtrips, and any other educational experiences that occurred this month.
“
Note2:
[Volleyball Camp Aog.2S - Aug?29.

Activities:
Fieldtrips:

Family trip to Nebraska and Kansas.
the -family cattle ranch.

Note3:

Spent 5 days at

Note4:

Notel;
)' Submit' |

I dds.scroggs.local ffijPgfgZ*

Done

Figure 8. Prepare Monthly Evaluation Part 1
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I Prepare Monthly Evaluation

Subject

:*ej | 10

'>1 | First

Pages or
Units

Grade
A

WJ

p.3-25 plus CO
assignments

Bible 10

|A

,»)

Daily Devotions in
"Tine with God”

English 10

lA

i±l

Basic Science

p.3-34,300
Yocab p. 347-350 M7

Daily assignments
.i3' using French CD-RS1

French I

» .

Geometry

A

Music

* . il

PE

a

a

Science Lab

a

a.

World History

a

a;

^IJ August

©go

'.^T {2003

[ST

£3
■

GO

, Projects & Comments
See Science Lab

■

Test Ch. 3, Journal Entries

'

;

p. viii-35

‘ daily assignments

Piano

J daily practice

. -rl

Yolleyball, swimming

daily practice

Lab 3.3 - 3.3
Science video,
"incredible Animals’

Notebook o1 lab experiments and
study questions.

p. 3-46

Test Ch. 3

Submit [

j dds.scrogqs.local

Figure 9. Prepare Monthly Evaluation Part 2

3.3.5 Prepare Semester Report Cards

A similar task that occurs at the end of each semester

is the preparation of report cards.

The grades given on

the report cards are used to determine the student's grade
point average (GPA) and they are the grades that appear on

their transcript.

(See Figure 10, Figure 11, and Appendix

A.4)
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Dikaios Christian Academy
Report Card for: lennifer Scroggins

Grade Level: 10 - First semester
Units
Completed

; 5-P°.

Units
-Attempted
5.00

,3.00

2.50

J2.5O

■|a

English English 10

. .5.00;

5.00

Js.00

, |A

Foreign.Language French I '

> 5.00

5.00

[5.00 '

Math Geometry

5.00

5.00

|5.0?

Class

Subject Area .

Science Basic Science
Elective Bible 10

• Elective, Music

Physical Education PE
Science Science Lab ■

Hours

■

|5.00

3.00 ,

2.50

|2.5O

5.00

5.00

[5.00 •

2.00

0.00

|oToo

Grade

l.*. a.
a

Si
.a1
1* 21
|A~~a

•|’t.

1*. ..a
1*. a

Please enter grades and nnits completed and click "Save Grades": 's«er£fe7|
To display a printable version click here or select the Display Report Card task.

.------------- ------------------------------- -- -------------------

Figure 10. Prepare Semester Report Cards

3.3.6 Display High School Transcript

This task will generate a report that shows
attendance, units completed versus units required, grades,

extra-curricular activities, and notes, for a student's
high school years.

The preliminary transcript can be used

to keep track of a student's progress towards graduation.

(See Figure 11 and Appendix A.5.)
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Dikaios Christian Academy
Transcript for: Jennifer Scroggins
Sick Days:

3

Total Attendance
Vacation Days: 2
Days in School-

181

Credit Summary

Subject Area

Required Completed Deficient

Math

20.0

25:0

0.0

English

3o.o

25.0

5.0

Science

.20.0

20.0

0.0

10.0

5.0

5:0

10.0

0.0

10.0

Geography

5.0

10.0

0.0

U.S. Government

5.0

5.0

0.0

World History

U.S. History

-

Economics

5.0

0.0

5:0

Fine Arts

10.0

2.5

7.5

Foreign Language

10.0

15.0

0.0

5.0

0.0

5.0

Physical Education

20.0

25.0

0.0

Elective

90.0

34.5

55.5

240.0

167.0

73.0

Health

Total Credits

J dds.scroqgfllocal i‘‘i'{^'l1'Zd

Done

Figure 11. Display Transcript

3.4 Administrator Tasks

The ISP administrators have the ability to add and
edit member information, print mailing labels, and make
changes to database as necessary.

To log in as an

administrator a user must access the admin directory and
provide proper authentication.
protected using htaccess.

The admin directory is

(See Setting up Administrative

Security on page 44.)
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Once the administrator is logged in, the main
administrative menu is displayed.

(See Figure 12.)

Figure 12. Administrative Menu

3.4.1 Manage Member Information

The ISP administrator is responsible for insuring that
all member information is correctly entered in the system.
This can be accomplished using the Add and Update Member
Information Tasks.

(See Figure 13.)
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Figure 13. Update Member Information

The administrator can create lists of member
information by using the "View Address / Phone" task.

system prompts for a name to look up.

The

The name can be

entered completely to display an individual, partially to
display a group of people, or it can be left blank to
display all members.

The information displayed can also be

controlled by selecting the check boxes: phone, address, or
email.

(See Figure 14 and Figure 15.)
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Figure 14. Select Member Information
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■M
File

Edit

View

Go

Bookmarks

Tools

Help

O » |: f https://ddS.SCrOg95.bCal/dikalOS/ISp/admln/ShOWmember5.php

Sj[fc| © G0 S3

Member Information
email

|Flrstname Lastname [

|Hector

Saavedra

|saavedrafamily@integrity.com

|Andy

Saldana

[

|David

Sample

|e.sample6@verizon.net

jKenneth

Sansonetti [kenandvero@netzero.net

[Douglas A. Schultz.

[lmoinls@aol.com

[Kevin

Schumacher |

|Leroy

Scott

|Darryi

Scroggins

[katbyscroggins@airl.net

|Steven

Simpson

|LrngHisway@earthlink.net

[Don

Smith

[hiziathoine@aol.com

[Annette

Smith

|Obhuhbu@aol.com

[Jerry

Sommerville [jerry.sommerville@prodigy.net

[Daniel

Sparrow

[ddhh2@aoLcom

|David

Spridgeon

[spridgeon@integrity.com

|MarkW.

Sterling

|sterlings5@earthlinLnet

[Lowell H.

Stevens

|fanpall@earthlink.net

|David'

Stewart

[smile4JC@linkline.com

[Sheldon

Strahl

|

[Joey

Straw

|bojokyryem@FreedsLcom

|

I dds.scrpggs.local

Done

Figure 15. Member Information

3.4.2 Create Mailing Labels

The WISP system has the ability to create a file that
can be used to print mailing labels.
in

The file is created

portable document format (PDF) and requires Adobe

Acrobat or a similar program to print.
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(See Figure 16.)

file

Edit

<^3

t

View

Go

Tools

Bookmarks

E>

ISgavBSCopy g,

torch

help

’ jit https://dd5.5croggsJoca"[/dlkaiQS/lsp/admirVrnembersfiiplabel5.php
['IK Soto

gj K’ 0L9J® Gash®

§j(gj. © Go

{©J

| VMS

Adobe* Reader* zojfj

Mr. Hakeem Abdul-Khaalrq
2008 Sago Palm Rd
Colton, CA 92324

Mr. Joe Acosta
1472VanKoevering
Rialto, CA 92376

Mr. Rudy Alanis
8062 Terraza Ct.
Riverside, CA 92508

Mr. Bryan Alkire
7415 Eucalyptus Dr.
Highland, CA 92346

Mr. Blake Allen
25850 Mansfield Street
San Bernardino, Ca 92404

Mr. Kenneth Andrews
9816 Chantry Ave
Fontana, CA 92335

Mr. Louis Arevalo
2302 N. MilorAve
Rialto, Ca 92377

Mr. Michael Arias
694 S. Pampas Ave.
Rialto, CA 92376

Mr. Pat Austin
17575 Filbert St.
Fontana, Ca 92335

Mr. Carey Barnett
937 Euclid Avenue
Beaumont, CA 92223

Mr. Logan Bechtol
3160 Vintage Place
Riverside, CA 925091068

Mr. Steven Belling
2748 N. Maple Ave.
Rialto, CA 92377

Mr. Thomas Bellows

Mr. Daniel Bernstein

Mr. Charles Boles

.u

m i; ® a~

vs
J dds.scroggs,local

Figure 16. Create Mailing Labels

3.4.3 Complete Database Access

The ISP administrator also has the ability make
changes to the database.

To link the class to the

appropriate subject the Link Subjects to Classes task can

be used.

The subject area is selected in the first screen.

(See Figure 17.)
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Select a subject and press submit

Science
Health
Foreign language
Physical Education
Elective
• Pre High School Class
Fine Arts

Back to Menu

1 dds.scrogg's.local

Done

Figure 17. Select a Subject

Once the subject has been selected all of the classes
that meet the requirements for that subject area

selected on the second screen.
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(See Figure 18.)

are

There is one last option on the Administrator's Menu
which allows the database to be manually edited.

This

feature is needed to change information that does not
currently have a WISP form interface.

An example of this

is the number of units required in each subject area.
This feature is implemented by using phpMyAdmin [15].

Figure 19.)

(See

Ideally there would be no need for this

feature but having it will allow the ISP administrator to

make the necessary changes to keep the system usable.

Figure 19. The phpMyAdmin Program
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3.5 Software Architecture
The main WISP project files make extensive use of PHP

scripting [5,6,8] and relatively little use of HTML
formatting.

Each of the main files has the same general

page structure.

(See Figure 20.)

Figure 20. General Page Structure

First the header.inc file is pulled in by use of an
include command. The file contains some header meta tags, a

default page title, and some cascading style sheet (CSS)

formatting [4].

Next the the variables that are expected
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to be passed in are tested to verify that they are set.

If

the page accesses the database, the file dbconnect.php is
included, and the function dbconnect is called to make the
connection to the database.

The project files can be grouped into four categories;

frame layout and the menu system, user authentication and
password management, data entry and reporting, and system

administrative tasks.

3.5.1 Frame Layout and Menu System
The file isp.php contains the main frame set

definition.

It defines a top frame containing the task

menu and a bottom frame which initially contains a welcome

message and some brief instructions regarding selecting

tasks from the task menu.

The task menu is implemented in index2.php.

When the

file is initially loaded it displays a selection box that

is populated with all of the possible WISP tasks.

Once a

task is selected the file is reloaded and a form requesting

the fields required for the selected task is displayed.
This task menu system allows several different tasks

to be performed for a specific student without having to

continually reselect the required information.
3.5.2 User Authentication

The first page the user sees when the WISP system is
accessed is the login screen contained in index.php.

Because of its name, this page automatically gets loaded
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when the main directory is viewed with a web browser.

page gives the user three options.

This

They can login, change

their password, or have their password reset.
To login, the user enters their email address and

password.

If their email address is not found in the

database, authentication fails and control is passed back

to index.php with a variable set to indicate that the login

attempt failed.

If the email address exists in the

database an encrypted version of the password entered is
compared to the password stored in the record with that

email address.

The encryption is accomplished using the

MySQL password function.

If the passwords match, control

is transferred to isp.php, otherwise control is once again
transferred to index.php with an indication that the login

process has failed.
Once the user is authenticated, a session variable is
set using the cookie mechanism.

This allows each page to

verify that the user has successfully logged before
granting them access to information.
Changing a password is handled by the files

change passwd.php and change passwd2.php.

In order for the

user to change their password they must enter their email

address, their current password, and their new password

twice.

If the user is authenticated and the two versions

of the new password match, the user's password is changed
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and an encrypted version of the new password is stored in
the database.

The third choice the user has is to request a new

password.

This is useful if they have forgotten their

password and need a new one.

The files get passwd.php and

get_passwd2.php are used to accomplish this task. The user

submits- their email address and if it exists in the
database, a new password is generated and emailed to that

address.

An encrypted version of the new password is then

stored in the database.

The file authenticate.php contains functions used to
authenticate users.

The file is included by the programs

concerned with logging in, changing passwords, or resetting
passwords.
The code in valid_user.php uses PHP sessions to verify

whether the current user has successfully logged in.

If it

is determined that the user has not logged in, control is
transfered to isp.php and the user is asked to log in.

3.5.3 Data Entry and Reporting
Data entry includes creating course of studies,

monthly evaluations, and semester report cards.

Reporting

consists of displaying these results as well as graduation

plans and transcripts.

3.5.3.1 Course of Study.

Creating and displaying a

course of study is handled by the files cos.php, cos2.php,
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cos3.php, deleteclass.php, deleteclasscheck.php, and
showcos.php.

The file cos.php displays the current course of study
for a specific student, grade level, and semester.

If the

page is loaded with the variable $printfmt set to zero, the
course of study will be displayed in a format that will
allow editing, otherwise it will be loaded as a view-only

page ready for printing.
When the page is loaded in edit mode, the user can add
a class, edit a class, or delete a class.

To add a class

to the course of study, the user must select a subject from
the list and click the "Add a Class" button, which will
To delete an existing class

transfer control to cos2.php.

from the course of study, the user clicks the "Del" button

to the left of the class they desire to delete.

This

action will transfer control to deleteclasscheck.php which

will ask for confirmation of the delete action.

If the

user continues, the file deleteclass.php is called and the
class is deleted, otherwise cos.php is loaded and the
deletion process is skipped.

The file cos2.php is called from cos.php to add a new
class to the course of study or to edit existing class

information.

If the variable $cosid has a non-zero value,

the information associated with that value is read from the

courseofstudy database table and presented in the form as
information to be edited.

If the value of $cosid is zero
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each class in the course of study.

Once this information

is entered the user clicks "Submit" and control is passed

to cos3.php.

The cos3.php page stores the information entered from
eval2.php in the database and transfers control to

showeval.php to display the resulting monthly evaluation in
a format ready to be printed.
3.5.3.3 Semester Report Cards.

Semester report cards

are created and displayed using the reportcard.php file.
This program uses variable $printfmt to determine whether

to edit or display the report card information.

If

$printfmt is set to 1, the report card is displayed as a

view-only page ready to be printed.

If $printfmt is

anything other than 1, the user is asked to assign or edit

the grades and units for each class.

Once the user clicks

"Save Grades" control is passed to reportcard2.php.

The program reportcard2.php stores the grade and unit
information in the database and transfers control back to

reportcard.php with $printfmt set to 1 which causes the
A report card can also be

report card to be displayed.

displayed by calling the file showreportcard.php with the
variables $studentid, $gradelevel, and $semester set

appropriately, and $printfmt set to 1.

This method is used

by the main task menu.

3.5.3.4 Graduation Plans.

The file showgradplan.php

creates a high school graduation plan from the course of
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studies entered for a specific student.

The plan shows

every class that the student is planning to take and when
they are planing to take it.

The plan also displays the

total number of units the student is planning to take in
each subject area and the number required to graduate.

The

plan is displayed in a format that can be printed.

3.5.3.5 High School Transcripts.

A preliminary high

school transcript can be displayed by calling

showtranscript.php with a valid $studentid.

The program

reads all of the attendance, grade, and unit information
for the specific student and from the database and displays

it.

3.5.4 Administrative Tasks

The ISP administrators have the ability to manage
member information, print mailing labels, link subjects and
classes, and make changes to the database as necessary.

The files that implement these tasks are located in
the admin directory along with a file named .htaccess.

The

.htaccess file contains instructions that tell Apache to
allow access to the admin directory only to authorized

users.

(See Setting up Administrative Security on page 44.)

The file index.php in this directory contains the main

administration menu.

(See Figure 12.)

3.5.4.1 Manage Member Information.

The files

addmember1.php and addmember2.php are used to add a new

member to the database.
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The updatememberl.php program displays a form that
requests the name of the person to be updated.

Once the

administrator clicks the "Next" button, control is
transferred to updatemember2.php which selects all of the

members that meet the search criterion entered in

updatememberl.php.

If the number of matches is 1, control

is transferred to addmemberl.php with $memberid set to the
id of the member matched.

If more than one member is

matched, a selection box is created with all of the matches

and the administrator is prompted to select one.

Once a

selection is made and the "Edit" button is clicked, control

is transfered to addmemberl.php with $memberid set to the
id of the member selected.

Member Information can be displayed using
addressrpt.php or membershiplabels.php.

The addressrpt.php

program displays a form that requests the name of the
person to be listed.

It also contains check boxes which

can be independently selected to specify whether phone,

address, or email address should be included on the report.

The query is set up to append a wild card to the end of the

name being searched.

This means that if a partial name is

entered, multiple records may be displayed.

It also means

that if the fields are left blank, all of the members will

be displayed.

Once the "Submit" button is clicked, control

is transferred to showmembers.php which retrieves the

requested information from the database and displays it.
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Another method of displaying member information is with the
This program creates a file

program membershiplabels.php.

in PFD format that can be used to print mailing labels.
The program uses a class from an open source project called

PDF-PHP [13] to create the PDF file.

PDF-PHP might be

useful for creating a final version of the transcript.
3.5.4.2 Manage the Database.

The file

linksubjecttoclasses.php can be used by the addministrator

to make changes to the subject_classes table.
associates classes with subjects.

The program

When the program is

first run it presents a list of subjects and asks the
administrator to select one.

Once the "Submit" button is

clicked, the page is called again with the variable
$subjectid set.

This time a list of all of the classes is

displayed with all of the classes currently linked to the
subject selected.

Additional classes can be added to those

currently selected by holding down the control key while

clicking on the class name.
same way.

Classes can be unlinked in the

Once the "Submit" button is clicked, the page is

called again for the third time.

This time the variable

$subjectid and $classid will both be set so the program
stores the appropriate data in the subject_classes table

and reports the number of classes linked to the selected

subject.
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CHAPTER FOUR

DATABASE DESIGN
4.1 Database Language and Tools

The database used in this project is MySQL.

The

decision to use MySQL was based on several factors.

MySQL

is open source, relatively easy to use, fast, robust, and

integrates well with Apache and PHP.
In order to work efficiently with MySQL a tool such as
phpMyAdmin should be used.

phpMyAdmin is a server side

program that allows database functions to be executed

remotely from any computer with a web browser and valid

authentication.
DBDesigner4 [2] was used to create the Entity

Relationship Diagram (ERD)

[12] shown in the next section.

The program is normally used to design a database system

and then create the structured query language (SQL) to
create the tables in the database.

It has a command to

reverse engineer an existing database which proved to be
extremely valuable in documenting the WISP database.

4.2 Entity Relationship Diagram
The entity relationship diagram in Figure 21 was

produced from the existing WISP database using DBDesigner4.
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unitscompleted: FLOATf4,2)

$ printorder:TINYINT(3)

unttsrequired: FLOAT(4.11

9
9
9
9
4
9

classgrade: CHAR(2)

cos

subject: VAR CHAR (25)

>1-

tests; TEXT

% subiectid:TlNVlNTt2t

0
0

students
9 studentid: MEDIUMINT(B)

<> classid: T1NYINT(4) (FK)

9 subjectid:TINYINT(2) (FK)

studentid
classid

Are givenL

gradelevel
semester

Q subject

____________
members
_________________ Z
9 memberld: SMALLINTfB!_________

membertypes___________ •

•

.

t

ft tnembartypeid: SMALLINTfB)

9
9

membertype; VARCHAR(25)

dues: FLOAT(6,2)

II
ps of typel

0 title: ENUMfMr.','Mrs.',■Ms.)
9 firstname: VARCHAR(15)
9 spouse: VARCHAR (15)
9 lastname:VARCHAR(25)
9 membertypeid: SMALLINT(B) (FK)
9 workphone: VARCHAR(14)
0 ext: VARCHAR(6)
9 address: VARCHAH(30)
9 city: VARCHAR(30)
9 state: CHAR(2)
9 zlpcode: VARCHAR(10)
9 homephone: VARCHAR(14)
9 email: VARCHAR(35)
9 datejoined: DATE
9 tax: VAR CHAR (13,
Q membetdues: FLOAT(6,2)

A.

monlhlyaval_______________ :----- —-

9

studentid: MEDIUMINTfB) (FK)
9 gradelevel: ENUM
9 semester: ENUMfFIrsfi,'Second)
9 year: VARCHAR(4)

9 month: CHAR (2)
9 memberld: SMALLINTf61 fFKl

9
9

schooldays: TINYINT(4)

9
9
9
9
9

vacatlondays:TINYINT(4)

endofperiod:TINYINT(4)

9

note1:TEXT

9
9

nole2:TEXT

9

nole4:TEXT

slckdays: TINYINT(4)
attendance: INTEGERS 1,

activities: TEXT
tieldtrips:TEXT

note3:TEXT

0 lsp:TINY!NT(1)
9 passwd:VARCHARf16t_________
-3 membertypeid
9 membertypeid

Figure 21. Entity Relationship Diagram

4.3 Database Schema

The database schema listed in Appendix B was generated

from the WISP database using phpMyAdmin.
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CHAPTER FIVE

INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE

5.1 System Installation
The process of installing the WISP system can be
divided into these main tasks: loading the Linux operating

system, testing Apache, MySQL, and PHP functionality,

creating the WISP database and loading it with data, and

loading the WISP program files.

These tasks will be

described in detail.
5.1.1 Loading the Linux Operating System

The Linux distribution of choice for this project is

Mandrake Linux 10.

This choice was originally made because

Mandrake binaries are optimized for Pentium class
processors while other popular distributions are optimized
only for 386 class processors.

Mandrake has a reputation

for being easy to install, stable, and complete.

A current Mandrake distribution can be obtained in

several ways.

It can be purchased as a boxed set for

approximately $80 from a computer retail outlet, purchased
with a book or magazine for approximately $10 to $30 from a
book store, or downloaded from the internet for

approximately $0.

Once a Linux distribution is obtained, it can be
installed by booting the system with the CD or DVD and

following directions.

During the installation process,
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check the option to select individual packages and verify

that Apache, MySQL, and PHP are selected to be loaded.
Near the end of the installation there is an opportunity to
specify the services that will be started automatically at
run time.

Verify that httpd and mysql are checked.

If

necessary, these services can be added to the default run
levels manually using these commands:

chkconfig --add httpd
chkconfig --add mysql
If a service needs to be stopped or started use:
services httpd stop
services httpd start
5.1.2 Testing Software Functionality

To verify that Apache and MySQL are running, execute
the command: "ps -xa" and look for httpd2 and mysqld.

If

either one of these are not running, try to start it using

the services command shown above.

If both services are

running, test the installation by creating a file in your

document root directory named php_info.php containing only
this one line:
<? php_info(); ?>

Start a web browser and load the file by going to:
http://www.dikaios.org/php_info.php
If Apache and PHP are configured properly, a detailed
information screen similar to Figure 22 will be displayed.
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Edit

[File

View

Go

Bookmarks

Tools

Help

E> *

13 ]EL___

®G°

PHP Version 4.3.8

J

System

Linux dds.scroggs.local 2.6.8.1-I2mdk #1 Fri Oct 112:53:41 CEST
2004 i'686
'
,
‘
-

Build Pate

Jul 302004 12:59:12

Configure Command

'./configure' '—build=i586-mandrake-linux-gnu''— prefix=/iisr* •
'-exec-prefix=/usr''-bindir=/usr/bin''-sbindir=/usr/sbin'. •
'-sysconfdir=/etc' '-datadir=/usr/share"-includedir=/usr/include‘
'-4ibdir=/usr/lib"-libexecdir=/usr/lib' c-localstatedir=/var/lib' '--sharedstatedir=/usr/com' —mandir-/usr/share/mari
•,
'-infodir=/usr/share/info'4-enable-discard-path'
•
’-disable-foree-cgi-redirect' '-enable-shared' S-disable-static'
'-disable-debug''-disabie-rpath''--enable-pic'
'-enable-inline-optimization' '-enable-memory-limit'
'-with-config-file-,path=/etc' '-with-config-file-scan-dir=/etc/php.d',
'-with-pear=/usr/share/pear' ',-enable-magic-quotes'
'-enable-debugger' '-enable-track-vars' '-with-exec-dir=/usr/bin'
'-witli-versioning' '-with-mod_charset' '-with-re'gex=php'
'-enable-track-vars' '-enable-trans-sid''-enable-safe-mode'
'-enable-ctype' '-enable-ftp' '~with-gettext=/usr' '-enable-posix'
'-enable-session' '-enable-sysvsem' '-enable-sysvshm' ‘
'-enable-yp' '--with-openssl=/usr' ’-without-kerberos''--with-ttf’
‘-with-freetype-dir=/usr’ '--with-zlib=/usr' '-with-zlib=/usr'
'-with-zlib-dir=/usr''-without-pear'-

Extensions listed here
are (or will be soon)'
available as external
modules. To install one
or all of these, use
"urpmi"
php-EXTENSION_NAME

mysql pgsql sqlite gd imap Idap bcmath bz2 calendar cpdf crack ‘
curl cyrus db dba dbajxindle dbase dbx dio domxml exif fbsqli.fdf
fiiepro fribidi gmp hwapi hyperwave iconv imagick Informix
ingresji interbase ircg java mbstring meal mcrypt move mhash
mime_magic ming mnogoseareh msession msql rhssqi ncurses notes oci8 odbc oracle overload ovrirhos pam_auth pcntl pdf pfpro
pspell qtdom readline recoderrdtool shmop snmp smbauth
,- /
sockets swf Sybase sybase_ct sysvmsg tokenizer wddx xml :
xmlrpc xslt yaz zip adodb mmcache apd cybercash cybermut
mono mqseries netools python spplus spread inifile

Server API

Apache 2.0 Handler ■
“ '
' J • . ‘

▼
'1

Done

Figure 22. Output of the php_info Function
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5.1.3 Creating the Database

The WISP database can be created from the schema file
wisp.sql.

Use the following commands in a shell:

mysql -u root -p < wisp.sql

The system will prompt for a password.

Once the password

is entered all of the commands in wisp.sql will be executed
To create the WISP database with the data use the file
wispanddata.sql instead of the file wisp.sql in the command

above.
5.1.4 Loading the Program Files

This task involves copying the files from the WISP CDROM to the proper location on the server and changing the
permissions on the files.

After copying the files compare

the long directory listing with the one in the file
WISP_files.

5.1.5 Setting up Administrative Security

The WISP program uses a password system for regular
users that does not need any special setup.

For

administrator security, WISP uses the authentication
provided by Apache and htaccess.

The htaccess method has

been tested over a long period of time by many users and is

known to be reliable.

The process involves placing a file

named .htaccess in the admin directory.
contents of the file:
AuthName "Dikaios information"

AuthType Basic
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This is the

I

AuthUserFile

/home/httpd/.isp

<LIMIT GET POST>
require valid-user

</LIMIT>

The AuthUserFile shows the location and file name of
the file containing the usernames and passwords for the
users who have access to the protected directory.

This

file is created with the following command:

/usr/sbin/htpasswd -c /home/httpd/.isp admin_user
where admin_user should be replaced with the desired user

name of one of the administrators.
will prompt for a password twice.

The htpasswd command
This will become the

password for the newly created admin_user login.
To add additional administrative logins, use the same

command but without the -c create option.

The command

should look like this:

/usr/sbin/htpasswd /home/httpd/.isp admin_user2
5.2 System Maintenance
The WISP system is currently virtually hosted on a

server owned by Bell Enterprise in San Bernardino,

California.

System maintenance is composed of making

complete nightly back-ups of the programs and the database.
If the system were to crash or become corrupted, it could
be rebuilt by following the instructions above and using
the most recent back-up in the /backups directory on the
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backup workstation.

Using this backup strategy, it should

not be possible to lose more than one days worth of data.

If this potential loss is considered unacceptable, then
database replication should be considered.
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CHAPTER SIX
FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS

6.1 Immediate Enhancements
The WISP system will be used by approximately 100 home
educators starting August 2005.

There are several

enhancements that should be made to the system before that

date.
6.1.1 Create Plans from Existing Plans

One of the first additions that should be made to the
system is to allow a course of study or complete graduation

plan to be created by copying it from one previously
entered.

This should be very helpful because the second

semester's course of study usually looks very similar to
the first semester's and a graduation plan created for one

child is probably a great starting point for creating one
for a sibling.
This feature can be extended further by creating a few
generic example entries that can be copied as a starting

point for customization.
6.1.2 Archiving Final Versions

The ISP is required to keep certain records for all of
the students in the ISP.

Hard copies of the records

submitted by the home educator are archived in fire proof

boxes.

The records can be used to document a student's

educational history if it is ever questioned.
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The course

of study, graduation plan, monthly evaluation, and grade
report are the records currently archived.

It is important

that the versions of these forms accurately reflect the
latest records of each student.

An enhancement that would insure that the ISP always

had the latest version of these forms would be to add three

timestamp fields to each record; time of last change, time

of last submission, and time of last archival.

Once a form

is completed and submitted, the time of last submission
would be updated.

Whenever the date of submission is more

recent than the date of archival, the ISP administrator
could be notified by email or through the use of a WISP

report. Once the administrator knows that the form has been

completed, it could be printed and archived which would
update the archival timestamp.

If the home educator later changes any form the time
of last change would be updated and indicate that the
current version of the form has not been archived and must

be resubmitted.
6.2 Not So Immediate Enhancements

There are also a few enhancements that would be nice
but are not needed immediately.
6.2.1 Accounting

Dikaios currently keeps track of member payments and

sends accounting statements to members who have outstanding
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balances.

In the future this process should be handled by

the WISP system.
6.2.2 Broadcast Email

There are several groups of students, such as boys
basketball, girls volleyball, student clubs, etc., that

receive mail from Dikaios on a recurring basis.

It would

be very helpful if the WISP system would allow the ISP

administrator or other designated individuals to send email
to these groups.

The system could also allow email to be

sent to the entire membership.

This would make it possible

to send out a digital version of the monthly newsletter or
to alert members of upcoming events.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

CONCLUSION

7.1 Using Open Source

The open source software packages used to create this
project (Linux, Apache, MySQL, and PHP) all functioned
flawlessly.

They are an extremely powerful combination,

that should be seriously considered by anyone developing a
web-based database application.

7.2 Project Conclusion

The WISP system as it is currently implemented allows
home educators to create, store, edit, view, and print the
forms and records associated with home schooling that are

required by the Dikaios ISP.

These forms include the

student's course of study, monthly evaluations, semester

grade reports, graduation plan, and transcripts.

The WISP project should be well received by the
Dikaios home educators as a tool to simplify and improve
the record keeping process.
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLE OUTPUT
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A.l Course of Study

Course of Study for Jennifer Scroggins
Grade Level 9 - First Semester
SuTbijecti
Area
__

Class

Textbooks

Algebra I
i BJUAlgcbral
Units: 5.00 i
Hours: 5.00 <
T

Painting like the
Elective: Art
Units: 2.00 1 Masters
Hours: 3.00 i

Papers/Projects

Tests
Weekly
Chapter
Tests

Daily Assignments

None.

Three paintings

? WWJDTodayTbyH N/A
Elective: Bible9“
Units: 2.50 ; Helen Haidle
Hours: 2.50 i Includes scripture
study and
application.
Biology
”
”
”
”
!
'Chapter"”
Science^
Units: 5.00 i & Lab Workbook
Tests
Hours: 6.00 5

Daily assignments,
sermons, church youth
activities, outreach
events, Bible Study at
Co-op, etc.
Labs 2-3 times/week

Daily assignments, one
research project, letters, !
journal, writing contest. i

English: English 9
BJU English 9,
Chapter
Units: 5.00 i Writing and
Tests for
Hours: 5.00 j Grammar BJU
both
English Handbook : books
Worldly Wise
3000, book5
'Geography! Geography”! Bob Jones
Units: 5.00 1 Geography
Hours: 5.00 !

Elective: Home
Econmics
Units: 5.00
Hours: 5.00

Various First Aid
Books

I
i

Weekly
tests and
Final
Exam

Fine Arts: Music
! Music Theory Book: T=10
Units: 2.50 ; Piano lessons using i
Hours: 3.00 $ various song books :

I
'physical! PE
Units:
5.00
i
Education!
Hours: 5.00 !
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One 5 page paper

i

[Develop home
[management

5

[Recital
1
f

•
•

rvoueyban”"”"
5
S

:
:

A. 2 Monthly Evaluation

Dikaios Christian Academy 2003-2004
Monthly Evaluation Form
Name: Jennifer Scroggins
School Days: 22

Grade Level: 9

Date: 09/2003

Sick Days: .0, Vacation Days: 0

Total School Days: 55

W$PiP'fi3|i4[i5|Tq

n1213 {4 j5
g
_________
Oll8hl9l20j21122123124

10 !□ {□ jR Oi
128.129 [30 j31M

0|n|n J3’|3|n|
TfraSeH “Pages or Units “1|
{Algebra I

Projects& Comments

A

: 1-100

ijNone

Lots

/[Lots

{Art

;

B

[Bible 9

j

A

•

. [Leads weekly devotions

A

j

{Dissecting

Biology

^English 9

!

B

Geography

A

[Home Econmics

A

Music

100-200

—

/{Speech
[Made a map

i Ch 12

B+

i

-----

™...... 1

{

'PE

B

/[Volleyball

Science Lab

A

!

Extra-curricular Activities
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A.3 High School Graduation Plan

Dikaios Christian Academy
High School Graduation Plan for: Jennifer Scroggins
Subject
Area
Math

English

Science

World
History

:i" 10th Grade
1st Sem 2nd Sem
iiGeometry Geometry
([5.00 units 5.00 units
fM* Enghsh
iiinn •* 10
ip.OO umts 5.00 units
iiBasic
Basic
Biology
[[Science Science
5.00 units Biology [[5.00 units 5.00 units
Science
5.00 units ([Science Science
Lab
((Lab
Lab
0.00 units
[[0.00 units 0.00 units
" .......... ijwbrid
World
-(History History
15.00 units 5.00 units

9th Grade
IstSem 2nd Sem
Algebra I Algebra I
5.00 units 5.00 units
English 9
English 9
S.OO units 5.00 units

11th Grade
2nd Sem 1st Sem
Algebra II Algebra II
5.00 units
5.00 units

English 11
5.00 units

Total Units
12th Grade
'
1st Sem . 2nd Sem Planned Required:
30 0

20.0

English
12
5.00 units

40.0

30.0

Gardening
5.00 units

30.0

20.0

10.0

10.0:

10.0'

10.0[

10.0

5.0;

5.0

5.0;

5.0

5.0;

7.5;

10.0

200

io.o;

5.0

5.o;

30.0

20.0[

(Bible 12
[[2.50 units
-[Other
(5.00 units

59.5

90.0

Grand Total

262.0

240.0

English 11 Snglish 12
5.00 units ■ .00 units

Squine
cience
5.00 units

J.S. History OS
.00 units •History
■5.00 units:

U.S.
History
Geography -Geography;:
Geography :5.00 units -5.00 units

o.s.

Government
5.00 units

Government
Economics

Fine Arts

.Foreign
Language

Economics:
5.00 units ■.

[5

Kfusic~
2.50 units

’holography
.00 units

ts
^French 1 French I French II
-(5.00 units -5.00 units 5.00 units

French 11
5.00 units ■

Health
Physical
Education

[

pH
' "
PE
PH
'[PE'"
:PE“
•5.00 units 5.00 units (5.00 unitsiS.OO units 5.00 units

Bible 11”
2.50 units
-2.50 units -Econmics (Bible 10
Bible 11
Tutoring
Home
:5.00 units i|2.50 units Bioie 10 2.50 units
Econmics Bible 9
2.50 units
Elective
([Music
Tutoring
2.50
units
TSAT/SAT
5.00 units [2.50 units (2.50 units
2.50
units
(Music
Prep
Art
5.00 units
2.00 units -5.00 units
Note that any units taken iii ii specific subject area above tbe requirement may be
counted as electives. This means that the number of elective units required do not
have to be met as long as the total number of units token meet the total number
required.
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HfeaTtK
2.50 units
PE
5.00 units
Other
5.00 units
Bible 12
2.50 units

1
iHeaitfi
s2.50 units
5...........

j

A.4 Report Card

Dikaios Christian Academy
Report Card for: Jennifer Scroggins
semester

Grade Level: 9 - First

r~------------------------- 1------------------------->
Subject Area
|
Class
Hours!

Units
Units
j Grade;
Attempted jf Completed

!
j”
j.........

MathjAlgebra I
ElectfveifArt
ElectivelBibie 9

j
j

Science Biology
English^English 9

,J
p 5.oo

.............. 2.56 f

p-KoO:
'-""'5.00

Elective^Home Econmics
Fine ArtslMusic

| Physical Education^PE
j
ScienceljScience Lab

j

J

AH

RaH

Geography;|Geography

j

j

Totals: s

5jOO|

|

5766
5.00

|
I

3.00
5.66

2.50 jj
5.66 jf

1

2.06
?I.5O^

6.66 n

j

5.66 j{

37.6o^

2.50 j

A

;

j

A-

j

A'"""’;
OTT j
p__.
5.00 f
2.50 j
5.00 i
6.00 i

A

AH

a

j

a- i
37.00 j 3.80 j

EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

jFamily trip to Nebraska and Kansas. Spent 5 days at the family cattle ranch.

Teacher’s Signature:_________________________________ Date:_______________
ISP Admin’s Signature:_________________________________ Date:_______________
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A.5 High School Preliminary Transcript

Dikaios Christian Academy
Transcript for: Jennifer Scroggins
Sick Days:

2

Total Attendance
Vacation Days: 1
Days in School:

179

Credit Summary

(Math

20.0 {

(English

[Science

20.0;{

iWorld History

io.o;j

'™

;{U3History

25.01
0.0;
............
“““2S0|p~ ““"'5j0(

roThj

; (Geography

(U(S. Government j ™

[{Fine Arts
[{Foreign Language

0.0
0.0:

—o^r""“'TO
™tO|
...... O

5JO[P“

............. 5J0[j'
id.6{

[{Economics

20.0(1
lb.bil

570[{
.

2.5[(

7.5

10.0 {

15.0[(

0.0

20.01

25.0[f

6.6

ipHtealth
: physical Education

[{Elective

“SOf”'“"553

ffotaTCredits

'Tw[

“"68;d

Grade Summary
Units -j Units
jG d [
Attempted[iCompletedi{
5.000- " 1
““306; ■—“y00(p| ............
"Math) Algebra!
....... j
( "“'Oo; ........... 366";("'""
{
EngfisK English 9
5.66 TA6.66;
{
Science Biology
........
... 5.00;{:J . . .. .......
2.50; ..........2:5°JL.
2.50 {A
I
Elective,, Bible 9
...................
5.00 {{A
Home Econmics [ 5.66;
5.00 {{

|

{

Subject Area

Elective) Art

Class

Hours:

3.00[
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2.00

[j

2.00 [j A

PJ—Artg' Music”''

Geography Geography

! ““tbT

Physical Education PE

Math Algebra I

r 5.00!

?:

5.00 j A

;

5.00 ?; A-

5.00;

5.00;

Tbo A-

f TbO;

5.0b i

5.00 1 B+

! P 5.0b;

5.00;

Science; Biology

Geography! Geography

Physical Education: PE

“ Hc^trvB HomeEconmics!

“—“Tbb“;
2.50!

2.50!

2.50 1A

Elective; Music

5.00;

5.00;

5.00 H A

Math Geometry

“"'W
j

““' ““TOO,

~~TST ............ Too";
r”TbT ”
Tool

English:! Enghsh 10
Foreign Language French I

Science Basic Science

5.00;

World History; World History

\ '“Tbb,

5.00;

Physical Education! PE

......

Elective Bible 10

™“tbb;

3.00;

Science! Science Lab

; ""330; ”
10.66:
;

Foreign Language: French I
Physical Education? PE
Math!? Algebra II

0.00; ............. 0;00;|B+"H
^oQ-pg
1
Too; “

5.00;

5.00 j A-

5.0b:

Tbb;

5.00;

5.00;

5.00 :j A

5.00?

5.00?

5.00 ?[ A-

j

“TOO!
5.00!

U.S. Government!; Government
English! English 11

'Ob'; [A;
............. .........................

Tbor;

Science; Basic Science

World History

5.00;(A

5.00;

Science Science Lab

English; English 10

......

5.00;

"""TOO? ............ T50,
"'"TbO:

Elective? Music

Geometry

|

5.00 j A
___r_n

Elective; Bible'9..................!
Elective! Bible 10

P

™TbT;
....................

5.00 } B+

]

Enghsh English 9

P

j

""TOO! .......... Too?
5.oo;
5.00:

Science: Science Lab

[

2^

““TOO;

5.00?

5.00;
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?;

.......... Tob'-fX....... ?

““Too;

Physical Education?: PE

5.001B+

5.00;.

5.00 :[ A

5.0(*|— 5 0()

[ Foreign LanguagedFrench n

[

Hective^lBible 11

[

ElectivejTutorrng

|

English [English 11

J

Economics [Economics

2.50]

..... ^.......^

| Foreign Language (French II

5.00]

wii...........
0.00 ii

5.00]

5.oo [[

o.oo ii

ii

0.00 ii

Elecfive:}Bibie ll

[
(

ElectivejTutoring
ElectiveiiPSATTSATPrepi •"“yoop-

[

Elective: jOther

P

English [English I"2

]

[Physical EducationdPE
iHieahhiijHealth

Science:[Equine Science
EnglishjEnglish 12

j

5.00

2.50]
5.66]

2.50

5.00;f
5.00]

[....... ...

Health [Health

~~

ElectivejBible 12

|

Science [Gardening

[

Elective [Other

~

[

......

5.00j
5.00]

...................

ii

i|
5.00 ij

i ZWZ

U.S. HistoryTU.S. History

j

[

5.00]
] ■"""2;50[p

Fine Arts [Photography

[

5.00

i ~-y6$p -“-•yooij'
..........

Elective [Bible 12

[

..........

"5j00]-'

U'S?History jUdS. History

j
j

2.50 [j A

5.66 [j

[
~

2.50 ]

|

;

Math [Algebra II

|

y00i[B+

h'

ii
5.00 ij
•'■"“"23o'ir
5.60

5.00

n

ii

5.00 ij
"Totals:~ij ™P2jOOHr3?78l

Exrp^cUJ^CULAR^^PJv^IES

[Family trip to Nebraska and Kansas. Spent 5 days at the family cattle ranch.

Teacher’s Signature:_____________________________ Date:_____________
ISP Admin’s Signature:_____________________________ Date:_____________
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DATABASE SCHEMA
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— phpMyAdmin SQL Dump
-- version 2.6.2-rcl
— http://www.phpmyadmin.net

—
----

Host: localhost
Generation Time: Apr 28, 2005 at 12:32 AM
Server version: 4.0.20
PHP Version: 4.3.8

— WISP Schema
— Database:

'dikaios'

CREATE DATABASE 'dikaios';
USE dikaios;

— Table structure for table 'classes'

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS 'classes' (
'classid' tinyint(4) NOT NULL auto_increment,
'classname' varchar(30) NOT NULL default 1
PRIMARY KEY
('classid') ,
KEY 'classname' ('classname')
) TYPE=MyISAM AUTO_INCREMENT=110 ;

— Table structure for table 'courseofstudy'
CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS 'courseofstudy' (
'cosid' int(ll) NOT NULL auto_increment,
'studentid' mediumint(8) unsigned NOT NULL default 'O’,
'classid' tinyint(4) unsigned NOT NULL default 'O',
'gradelevel' enum
(1K',111, '2', '3', '4', '5', '61, 17', 181, 19','10', '111, '12 ' ) default NULL,
'semester' enum(1 First1,1 Second1) NOT NULL default 'First',
'units' float(4,2) unsigned NOT NULL default '0.00',
'hours' float(4,2) unsigned NOT NULL default '0.00',
'textbooks' text NOT NULL,
'tests' text NOT NULL,
'projects' text NOT NULL,
'subjectid' tinyint(2) unsigned NOT NULL default 'O',
'classgrade' char(2) NOT NULL default 11,
'unitscompleted' float(4,2) unsigned default NULL,
PRIMARY KEY
('cosid'),
UNIQUE KEY 'COS' ('studentid','classid','gradelevel','semester')
) TYPE=MyISAM AUTO_INCREMENT=193 ;
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— Table structure for table 'coursework'

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS 'coursework' (
'studentid' smallint(6) NOT NULL default 'O’,
'year' smallint(6) NOT NULL default 'O',
'month' tinyint(4) NOT NULL default 'O',
'classid' smallint(6) NOT NULL default 'O',
'grade' char(2) NOT NULL default ’
'pages' text NOT NULL,
'projects' text NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY
('studentid','year','month','classid')
) TYPE=MyISAM;

— Table structure for table 'gradepoints'
CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS 'gradepoints' (
'grade' char(2) NOT NULL default ’
'points' float(4,2) NOT NULL default '0.00',
UNIQUE KEY 'grade' ('grade')
) TYPE=MyISAM;

— Table structure for table 'members'
CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS 'members' (
'memberid' smallint(6) NOT NULL auto_increment,
'title' enum(’Mr.1,’Mrs.1,'Ms.') NOT NULL default
'firstname' varchar(15) NOT NULL default 1',
'spouse' varchar(15) NOT NULL default ’ * ,
'lastname' varchar(25) NOT NULL default ■',
'membertypeid' smallint(6) NOT NULL default 'O',
'workphone' varchar(14) NOT NULL default
'ext' varchar(6) NOT NULL default 1',
'address' varchar(30) NOT NULL default 11,
'city' varchar(30) NOT NULL default 11,
'state' char(2) NOT NULL default
'zipcode' varchar(lO) NOT NULL default 1’,
'homephone' varchar(14) NOT NULL default
'email' varchar(35) NOT NULL default
'datejoined' date NOT NULL default '0000-00-00',
'fax' varchar(13)' NOT NULL default ' ' ,
'memberdues' float(6,2) NOT NULL default '0.00',
'isp' tinyint(l) NOT NULL default 'O',
'passwd' varchar(16) binary default NULL,
PRIMARY KEY
('memberid'),
KEY 'membertypeid' ('membertypeid')
) TYPE=MyISAM AUTO_INCREMENT=270 ;
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'Mr.',

— Table structure for table 'membertypes'

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS ' membertypes' (
'membertypeid' smallint(6) NOT NULL auto_increment,
'membertype' varchar(25) NOT NULL default 1',
'dues' float(6,2) NOT NULL default '0.00',
PRIMARY KEY
('membertypeid')
) TYPE=MyISAM AUTO_INCREMENT=9 ;

— Table structure for table 'monthlyeval'

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS 'monthlyeval' (
'studentid' smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL default 'O' ,
'grade1eve1' enum
< ’ K ’ , ' 1' , '2 ' , '3', '4' , '5', '6' , '7 ','8','9', '10', '11', 12') NOT NULL
default 'K',
'semester' enum('First1, 1 Second') NOT NULL default 'First',
'year' varchar(4) NOT NULL default 'O',
'month' char(2) NOT NULL default 'O',
'schooldays' tinyint(4) NOT NULL default 'O',
'sickdays' tinyint(4) NOT NULL default ’O',
'vacationdays' tinyint(4) NOT NULL default 'O',
'attendance' int(ll) NOT NULL default 'O',
'endofperiod' tinyint(4) NOT NULL default 'O',
'activities' text NOT NULL,
'fieldtrips' text NOT NULL,
'notel' text NOT NULL,
'note2' text NOT NULL,
'note3' text NOT NULL,
'note4' text NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY
('studentid','year','month','gradelevel','semester')
) TYPE=MyISAM;

— Table structure for table 'students'

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS 'students' (
'studentid' mediumint(8) unsigned NOT NULL auto_increment,
'memberid' mediumint(9) NOT NULL default 'O',
'firstname' varchar(15) default NULL,
'lastname' varchar(25) NOT NULL default 1',
'birthdate' datetime default NULL,
'gradelevel' tinyint(3) unsigned default NULL,
'isp' tinyint(3) unsigned NOT NULL default 'O',
'notes' varchar(128) default NULL,
PRIMARY KEY
('studentid')
) TYPE=MyISAM AUTO_INCREMENT=601 ;
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— Table structure for table 'subject_classes'
CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS 'subject_classes' (
'subjectid' tinyint(2) unsigned NOT NULL default 'O',
'classid' tinyint(3) unsigned NOT NULL default 'O',
PRIMARY KEY
('subjectid','classid')
) TYPE=MyISAM COMMENT=1 Links classes to subject areas';

— Table structure for table 'subjects'

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS 'subjects' (
'subjectid' tinyint(2) unsigned NOT NULL auto_increment,
'printorder' tinyint(3) unsigned NOT NULL default 'O',
'subject' varchar(25) NOT NULL default 11,
'unitsrequired' float(4,1) NOT NULL default '0.01,
PRIMARY KEY
('subj ectid'),
KEY 'subject' ('subject')
) TYPE=MyISAM PACK_KEYS=1 COMMENT='Subject Areas' AUTO_INCREMENT=20 ;
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APPENDIX C

SOURCE CODE
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< 1----------------------------------------------------------- Filename:
admin/addmemberl.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-05-30 23:58
------------------------------------------------------------ >
<html>
<head>
<? include/header.inc"); ?>
</head>

<body>

<?
require_once('../dbconnect.php');
$connect = dbconnect();
// If Smemberid is set then update the member info otherwise add a new member
// echo "Memberid: ".$memberid."<br>";
if ($memberid>0) {
$mode="Update";

$q="SELECT * FROM members WHERE memberid=\"$memberid\"";
$result = mysql_query($q) or die(mysql_error());
$ncols=mysql_num_fields ($result) ;
if ($ncols==0) {
die ("Member $memberid does not exist!");
}
$r = mysql_fetch_assoc($result);
$title = $r["title"];
Sfirstname = $r["firstname"];
jspouse = $r["spouse"];
$lastname = $r["lastname"];
$curmembertypeid = $r["membertypeid"];
$workphone = $r["workphone"];
$ext = $r["ext"];
$address = $r["address"];
$city = $r["city"];
jstate = $r["state"];
jzipcode = $r["zipcode"];
$homephone = $r["homephone"];
$email = $r["email"];
$datejoined = $r["datejoined"];
$fax = $r["fax"];
jmemberdues = $r["memberdues"];
$isp = $r["isp"];
$banknumber = $r["banknumber"];
} else {
$mode="Add"; // Add a new member

//Make Membertype dropdown
$q="SELECT * FROM membertypes";
$result = mysql_query($q) or die(mysql_error());
$membertypes="<select size=\"l\" name=\"membertypeidX">";
while ($r = mysql_fetch_assoc($result)) {
$meiribertype=trim($r [ 'membertype' ]) ;
if ($membertype<>"") {
$membertypeid=$r['membertypeid'];
$s="”;
if ($membertypeid==$curmembertypeid) { $s=" selected"; }
$dues=$r[1 dues1];
$membertypes.="<option value=$membertypeid$s>$membertype ($dues)</option>
}
)
$membertypes.="</select>";
//Make ISP options radio buttons
$yesno="<input type=\"radio\" name=\"isp\" value=\"l\" ".
(($isp==''l") ? " checked":"") .">Yes ";
$yesno.="<input type=\"radio\" name=\"isp\" value=\"0\"
(($isp=="0")? " checked":"") ."> No";
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//Make ISP titles a dropdown from the enumerated types
$q="DESCRIBE members title";
Sresult = mysql_query($q) or die(mysql_error());
$r = mysql_fetch_assoc($result) or die(mysql_error());
$enum_string= $r[1 Type'];
$array_string=str_replace('enum' , 'array', $enum_string) ;
eval("\$membertitles = $array_string; ");
$titles="<select size=\"l\" name=\"title\">";
foreach($membertitles as $title_choice) {
$s=""; //Default to not selected
if ($title_choice==$title) { $s=" selected"; }
$titles .= "coption value=\"$title_choice\"$s>$title_choicec/option>";

$titles.="</select>";
echo "<centerxhl>$mode Member Informationc/hl>";
?>

<form action="addmember2.php">
cinput type="hidden" name="memberid" value="c? echo $memberid; ?>">
<center>
<table>
<trxtd align=" right ">
Title
c/tdxtd>
<? echo $titles; ?x/tdx/tr>
ctrxtd align="right">
Firstname
</tdxtd>
cinput type="text" name="firstname" value="<? echo $firstname; ?>"x/tdx/tr>
ctrxtd align=" right ">
Spouse
</tdxtd>
cinput type="text" name="spouse" value="c? echo $spouse; ?>"x/td>c/tr>
ctrxtd align=" right ">
Membertype
c/tdxfd>
c? echo $membertypes; ?x/tdx/tr>
ctrxtd align=" right ">
Work Phone
c/tdxtd>
cinput type="text" name="workphone" value="c? echo $workphone; ?>">
Ext cinput type="text" name="ext" size="6" value="c? echo $ext; ?>">
c/tdx/tr>
ctrxtd align=" right ">
Lastname
</tdxtd>
cinput type="text" name="lastname" value="c? echo $lastname; ?>"x/tdx/tr>
ctrxtd align=" right ">
Street
c/tdxtd>
cinput type="text" name="address" value="c? echo $address; ?>"x/tdx/tr>
ctrxtd align=” right">
City
c/td>ctd>
cinput type="text" name="city" value="c? echo $city; ?>"x/tdx/tr>
ctrxtd align=" right ">
State
c/tdxtd>
cinput type="text" name="state” value="c? echo $state; ?>"x/tdx/tr>
ctrxtd align=" right ">
Zipcode
c/tdxtd>
cinput type="text" name="zipcode" value="c? echo Szipcode; ?>">c/tdx/tr>
ctrxtd align="right">
Home Phone
c/tdxtd>
cinput type="text" name="homephone" value="c? echo $homephone; ?>">c/tdx/tr>
ctrxtd align="right">
E-mail
c/tdxtd>
cinput type="text" name="email" value="c? echo $email; ?>"x/tdx/tr>
ctrxtd align=" right">
Date Joined
c/tdxtd>
cinput type="text" name=''date;joined" value="c? echo Sdatejoined; ?>”>
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c/tdx/tr>
ctrxtd align="right">
FAX Number
</tdxtd>
<input type="text" nane="£ax" value="<? echo $fax; ?>">
</tdx/tr>
<trxtd align="right">
Member Dues
</tdxtd>
<input type=''text" name="memberdues" value="c? echo $memberdues; ?>”x/tdx/tr>
ctrxtd al ign=" right ">
ISP Member?
</tdxtd>
<1 echo $yesno; ?x/tdx/tr>
ctrxtd colspan=“2" align=" right">
cinput type="submit” value=”<? echo $mode; ?>"x/tdx/tr>
</table>
c/center>
</form>
</body>
</html>

c!----------------------------------------------------------- Filename:
admin/addmember2.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-05-30 23:59
------------------------------------------------------------ >
<?
require_once(1../dbconnect.php1);
$connect = dbconnect();
if ($memberid<=0) {
die ("Invalid memberid: $memberid”) ;
} else {
$query= "UPDATE members SET title=\"$title\", firstname=\"$firstnameX", ”.
"spouse=\"$spouse\", lastname=\"$lastname\", membertypeid=\ "$membertypeid\
"workphone=\” $workphone\11, ext=\"$ext\", address=\"$address\", ".
"city=\”$city\", state=\"$state\”, zipcode=\"$zipcode\",
”homephone=\"$homephone\", email=\"$email\", datejoined=\"$datejoined\”, ”
”fax=\"$fax\", memberdues=\"$memberdues\", isp=\"$isp\"
"WHERE memberid=\"$memberid\"";

$result = mysql_query($query) or die(mysql_error());
H header ("Location: addmemberl ,php?memberid=$meniberid" ) ;
header(”Location: index.php");
}

<;----------------------------------------------------------- Fi1ename:
admin/addres srpt.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-05-31 00:00
------------------------------------------------------------ >
<html>
<head>
<? include("../header.inc"); ?>
</head>
<body>
<br>
<center>
<hl>Member Information</hl>

<form method="POST" action=showmembers.php>
ctable class="border">
ctrxtd colspan="2”>
Please enter the Lastname and optionally the Firstname of the member
that you would like to display.<br>
Leave both fields blank to see a list of all members<brxbr>
</td>
ctr>
ctd align="left" width="50%">
ctable border=0>
ctrxtd align="right" width="50%">
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Lastname:
c/tdxtd>
<input type="text" size=''2O'' name="lastname" value="">
</tdx/tr>
ctrxtd align="right">
Firstname:
</tdxtd>
cinput type="text" size=”10" name="firstname" value="">cbr>
</tdx/tr>
<trxtd>
&nbsp;
</tdxtd>
cinput type="submit" value="Next">
</tdx/tr>
</table>
</td>
<td align="left" width="50%">
<!— Start the table that holds the options checkboxes —>
<table>
ctrxtd colspan="2">Check Information to Include</tdx/tr>
<tr>
<td align=”right">
cinput type="checkbox" name="address" value="l"x/td>
ctd>Addressc/td>
c/tr>
ctr>
ctd align="right">
cinput type="checkbox" name="phone" value="l"x/td>
ctd>Phonec/td>
c/tr>
ctr>
ctd align=11 right">
cinput type="checkbox" name="email" value="l"x/td>
ctd>Emailc/td>
c/tr>
c/table>
c/td>
c/tr>
c/table>
c/form>
c/center>
c/body>
c/html>

<;----------------------------------------------------------- Filename:
admin/index.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-05-31 00:02
------------------------------------------------------------ >
chtml>
chead>
c? include("../header.inc"); ?>
c/head>
cbody>
ccenter>
chl>Welcome to Dikaiosc/hl>
cbr>
cbr>
ctable class="border">
ctr>ctdxul>
clixa href="addmemberl .php">Add a New Memberc/axbrxbr>
clixa href="updatememberl.php">Update a Member's Informationc/axbrxbr>
clixa href="addressrpt.php">View Address/Phone Informationc/axbrxbr>
clixa href="membershiplabels.php">Create Membership Labelsc/axbrxbr>
clixa href="linksubjecttoclasses.php">Link Subject to Classesc/axbrxbr>
clixa href="/phpMyAdmin/index.php">Manually Edit Database Tablesc/axbrxbr>
clixa href=" . ./index.php">Retum to Main Dikaios Home Pagec/a>
c/ulx/tdx/tr>
c/table>
c/center>
c/body>
c/html>
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<!----------------------------------------------------------- Filename:
admin/linksubjecttoclasses .php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-05-31 00:04
------------------------------------------------------------ >
<html>
<head>
<? include/header.inc”); ?>
</head>
<body>
<brxbrxcenter>
<form method=\"POST\" action="linksubjecttoclasses.php">

<?
require_once(1../dbconnect.php ');
$connect = dbconnect();
if (!$subjectid) {
$subjects =
$query = "SELECT * FROM subjects";
$result = mysql_query($query) or die("Bad query: $query");
$size=mysql_num_rows(Sresult);
while ($r = mysql_fetch_array($result)){
$subjectid=$r["subjectid"];
$subject=$r["subject“];
$subjects .= "<option value=\"$subjectid\">$subject</option>" ;
}
echo "Select a subject and press submit<br>" ;
echo "<select name=\"subjectid\” size=\11 $size\">" ;
echo $subjects;
echo "</select>";
} elseif (!$classid) {
$query = "SELECT classid, classname FROM classes ORDER BY classname";
$result = mysql_query($query) or die(“Bad query: $query");
$courses = "";
while ($r = mysql_fetch_array($result)){
$classid = $r["classid"];
$classname = $r["classname"] ;
$s="”; //default to NOT SELECTED
$q2=”SELECT classid FROM subject_classes WHERE subjectid=".
"\”$subjectid\" AND classid=\"$classid\" ” ;
$r2 = mysql_query($q2) or die("Bad query: $q2");
if (mysql_num_rows($r2)) { $s=n SELECTED": }
$courses .= "coption value=\"$classid\"$s>$classname</option>";
}
echo "Select all of the classes to be linked to the subject ".
"and press link.<br> Use the Ctrl key while clicking classes ".
"to select multiple classes.<br>";
echo "<select name=\"classid! ] \" size=\"15\" multiples-";
echo $courses;
echo "</select>";
echo "<input type=\"hidden\" name=\“subjectid\" value=\"$subjectid\">" ;
} else {
$query = "DELETE FROM subject_classes WHERE subjectid=\"$subjectid\"" ,$result = mysql_query($query);
$num_selected = sizeof($classid);
echo "Added ".$num_selected." classes to subject id: ”.$subjectid."<br>
for ($i=0; $i<$num_selected; $i++) {
$query="INSERT INTO subject_classes (subjectid, classid) ".
"VALUES(\"$subj ectid\", \"$classid[$i]\")";
Sresult = mysql_query($query) ;
)
}
?>
<br>
<input type="submit" value="Submit">
</form>

<br>
<a href="index.php">Back to Menu</a>
</center>
</body>
</html>
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<1----------------------------------------------------------- Filename:
admin/showmembers.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-05-31 00:10
------------------------------------------------------------ >
<html>
<head>
<? include("../header.inc"); ?>
</head>
<body>
<center>
<hl>Member Information<hl>

<?
require_once('../dbconnect.php');
$connect = dbconnect();
$ln=trim($lastname)."%";
$fn=trim($firstname).;
$psql="";
$asql="";
$esql="";
if ($address) { $asql=",address,city,state,zipcode"; }
if ($phone) { $psql=",homephone"; }
if ($email) { $esql=",email"; )

$sql="select lastname,firstname" .$psql. $asql.$esql." from members where
"lastname LIKE \"$ln\"";
if ($fn!="%") {
$sql.= ” and firstname LIKE \"$fn\"";

$sql.= " order by lastname";
$result = mysql_db_query("dikaios",$sql) or
die("Bad query: $sql<br>" .mysql_errno() . ": "

. mysql_error()) ,-

$n = mysql_num_rows($result);
if ($n==0) {
echo "No members with lastname $fn and firstname $fn";
} else {
echo "ctable border=lxth>Firstname<th>Lastname" ;
if ($address) echo "<th>Address";
if ($phone) echo "<th>Phone";
if ($email) echo "<th>email";
$phonecol="";
while ($r = mysql_fetch_array($result)){
$firstname=$r["firstname"];
if ($firstname=="") { $firstname="&nbsp;"; }
$lastname=$r["lastname"];
if ($lastname=="") { $lastname=''&nbsp; “ ; }
if ($address) {
$addresscol="<td align='top'.
$r["address"].
"<br>".
$r[city].
n

n

$r["state"] .
II II
$r["zipcode"].
"</td>";
)
if ($phone) {
$phonecol=$r["homephone" ];
if ($phonecol==" ") { $phonecol="&nbsp;"; }
$phonecol="<td valign='top'>".$phonecol."</td>";
}
if ($email) {
$emailcol=$r ["email"];
if ($emailcol=="") { $emailcoi="&nbsp;"; )
$emailcol="<td valign='top'>".$emailcol."</td>";
)
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echo "ctr>".
"ctd valign='top'>" . $firstname . "c/td>".
"ctd valign='top'>" . jlastname
. ”c/td>”.
$addresscol .
jphonecol .
$emailcol .
”c/tr>\n";

}
}
?>
c/table>
c/body>
c/html>

c!----------------------------------------------------------- Filename:
admin/updatememberl .php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-05-31 00:10
------------------------------------------------------------ >
chtml>
chead>
c? include("../header.inc"); ?>
c/head>

cbody>
cbr>
ccenter>

chl>Member Informationc/hl>

cform method="POST" action=updatemember2.php>
ctable class="border">
ctrxtd colspan=2>
Please enter the Lastname and optionally the Firstname of the
member that you would like to display.cbr>
Leave both fields blank to see a list of all members
cbr>
cbr>

c/tdx/tr>
ctrxtd align=" right">
Lastname:
c/tdxtd>
cinput type="text" size="20" name="lastname" value="”>
c/tdx/tr>
ctrxtd align=" right">
Firstname:
c/tdxtd>
cinput type="text" size="10" name="firstname" value=“">
cbr>
c/tdx/tr>
ctr>ctd>
&nbsp;
c/tdxtd>
cinput type="submit" value="Next">
c/td>
c/tr>
c/table>
c/form>

c/center>
c/body>
c/html>

< i----------------------------------------------------------- Filename:
admin/updatemember2.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-05-31 00:13
------------------------------------------------------------ >
c?
require_once('../dbconnect.php');
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$connect = dbconnect();

$ncols=0;
$ln=trim($lastname).
$£n=trim($firstname).;
$sql="select memberid,lastname,firstname from members where
"lastname LIKE \" $ln!"";
if ($fn!="%") {
$sql.= " and firstname LIKE \"$fn\"";

$sql.= " order by lastname";

$result = mysql_db_query("dikaios",$sql) or
die("Bad query: $sql<br>".mysql_errno() . ": "

. mysql_error());

$ncols = mysql_num_fields($result);
$n = mysql_num_rows($result);
if ($n==0) {
die("No members with lastname $lastname and firstname $f irstname cbr>");

if ($n==l) {
$r = mysql_fetch_array($result);
$memberid=$r["memberid"];
header("Location: addmemberl.php?memberid=$memberid");
} else {
echo “<html>" .
"chead>";
include("../header.inc");
echo "</head>".
"cbody>".
"cbrxbrxcenter>" .
"ch2>Please select a member to update and click !"Edit!".c/h2>";
echo "<form method=\"post\" action=\"addmemberl.php\”>";
// Create select drop down
$dropdown=”cselect size=\"l\" name=!"memberid!">";
while ($r = mysql_fetch_array($result)){
$firstname=$r["firstname"];
$lastname=$r["lastname"];
$memberid=$r["memberid"];
$name= $lastname. ", ”.$firstname;
$dropdown.="<option value=$memberid>$namec/option> ”;
}
$dropdown.="c/select>";
echo $dropdown;
echo "cinput type=!"submit!" value=!"Edit!">" .
"c/form> c/body> c/html>";

}
?>

<i----------------------------------------------------------- Filename:
authenticate.php
- Functions in this file were adapted from chapter 24 of [8]
- Last Modified : 2005-05-31 00:14
------------------------------------------------------------ >
c?
require_once('dbconnect.php');
function register($email) {
$connect = dbconnect();
// Check If valid email
$result = mysql_query("select memberid from members where email=1Semail'");
if (!$result)
return ’Could not execute query';
if (mysql_num_rows($result)==0)
return 'Could not find member with that email address';

// Create password put it in database and email it
$password=reset_password ($email);
if (!$password)
return 'Could not create a password.';
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$result=notify_password($email, $password);
if (!$result)
return 'Could not register you in database.';
return "success";
function login($email, $password) {
// check if email and password are in the database
// if they are return memberid otherwise return false
$connect = dbconnect();
$result = mysql_query( "select memberid from members where email='$email'
and passwd = password('$password') ") ;
if (!$result) return false;
if (mysql_num_rows($result)>0) {
$r = mysql_fetch_assoc($result) ;
$memberid=$r["memberid"];
return $memberid;
} else {
return false;

function check_valid_user() {
if (isset($_SESSION['valid_user' ])) {
echo 'You are currently logged in as ' .$_SESSION[ 'valid_user' ] . ' .<br>' ,) else {
// Not logged in
echo "<h2>Problem:</h2>";
echo 'You are not logged in.<brxbr>' ;
echo "<a href=\"index.php\">Login</axbr>";
echo "</bodyx/html>";

function change_password($email, $old_password, $new_password) {
// If old password is correct change password to new_password
// and return true otherwise return false
if (login($email, $old_password)) {
$connect=dbconnect();
$query= "update members set passwd = password!' $new_password')
"where email = '$email'";
$result = mysql_query($query);
if (!$result) {
return false;
// not changed
} else {
return true;
// changed successfully
}
} else {
return false; // old password was wrong

''.

function get_random_word($min_length, $max_length) {
// return a random word of length min to max
$word = '';
$dictionary = '/usr/share/dict/words';
// the ispell dictionary
$fp = fopen($dictionary, 'r');
if(!$fp) return false;
$size = filesize($dictionary);
// go to a random location in dictionary
srand ((double) microtime() * 1000000);
$rand_location = rand(0, $size);
fseek($fp, $rand_location);
// get the next whole
while (strlen($word)<
if (feof($fp))
fseek($fp, 0);
$word = fgets($fp,
jword = fgets($fp,
};
$word=trim($word); //
return $word;

word of the right length in the file
$min_length||strlen($word)>$max_length||strstr($word, "'"))
80);
80);

// if at end, go to start
// skip first word as it could be partial
// the potential password

trim the trailing \n from fgets
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{

function reset_password($email) {
II set password for user with this email to a random value
// return the new password or false on failure
$new_password = get_random_word(6, 13);
if($new_password==false) return false;
// add a number between 0 and 999 to it
// to make it a slightly better password
srand ((double) microtime() * 1000000);
$rand_number = rand(0, 999);
$new_password .= $rand_number;

// encrypt user's password and store it in the database
$connect = dbconnect();
$query= "update members set passwd = password!'$new_password ')
"where email = 1 $email1";
$result = mysql_query($query);
if (!$result)
return false;
// not changed
else
return $new_password;
// successful
function notify__password($email, $password) {
// notify the user that their password has been changed
$from = "From: support@dikaios.org \r\n";
$mesg = "Your Dikaios ISP password has been changed to $password\n".
"Please change it the next time you log in.\n";
if (mail($email, 'Dikaios ISP login information', $mesg, $from) )
return true;
else
return false;
)
?>

< !----------------------------------------------------------- Filename:
bottom.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-04-27 01:28
------------------------------------------------------------ >
<html>
<head>
<? include("header.inc"); ?>
</head>
<body>
<center>
<table>
<tr>
<td>
<hl>
Welcome to Dikaios ISP.<br>
</hl>
To get started select a task from the dropdown above.<br>
Additional dropdowns will be added depending on what you change it to.<br>
<br>

Once you see them set their values and click GO.<br>

</body>
</html>
< !---------------------------------- Filename:
change_passwd2.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-04-29 00:59

<?
require_once("authenticate.php");
session_start();
?>
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chtml>
chead>
<? include("header.inc") ; ?>
c/head>
cbody>
ccenter>
ch2>Changing password</h2>

c?
$email = $HTTP_POST_VARS['email'];
$old_passwd = $HTTP_POST_VARS[’old_passwd'];
$new_passwd = $HTTP_POST_VARS['new_passwd1];
$new_passwd2 = $HTTP_POST_VARS['new_passwd2'];
if ($new_passwd!=$new_passwd2)
die ("Passwords entered were not the same.

Not changed.");

if (strlen($new_passwd)>16 || strlen($new_passwd)<6)
die ("New password must be between 6 and 16 characters.

// attempt update
if (change_password($email, $old_passwd, $new_passwd))
echo 'Password changed.<br>';
echo "ca href='isp.php'>Go to ISP Pagec/a>";
) else {
echo 'Password could not be changed.';
}
?>
c/body>
c/html>

Try again.");

{

c !----------------------------------------------------------- Filename:
change_passwd.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-04-29 00:56
------------------------------------------------------------ >
<?
require_once("authenticate.php" );
session_start();
?>
<html>
chead>
<? require_once("header.inc"); ?>
</head>
<body>

ccenter>
<h2>Change Passwordc/h2>
<br>
cform action="change_passwd2.php" method=post>
<table>
ctrxtd align=''right">Email Address: </td>
ctdxinput type=text name=email size="30" value="<? echo $email; ?>"x/td>
</tr>
ctrxtd align="right">Current Password: </td>
ctdxinput type=password name=old_passwd size=16 maxlength=16x/td>
c/tr>
ctrxtd align="right ">New Password: </td>
ctdxinput type=password name=new_passwd size=16 maxlength=16x/td>
c/tr>
ctrxtd align=”right">Repeat New Password: c/td>
ctdxinput type=password name=new_passwd2 size=16 maxlength=16x/td>
c/tr>
ctrxtd colspan="2" align="center">
cbrxinput type=submit value=" Change Password" x/td>
c/tr>
c/table>
c/center>
c/body>
c/head>
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< I------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Filename:
cos2.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-05-31 00:17
------------------------------------------------------------ >
chtml>
<head>
<? include("header,inc") ; ?>
</head>

<body>
<?
if (!$studentid || !$gradelevel OR !$semester) {
die ("You must select a student, gradelevel, and semestercbr>");
require_once('dbconnect.php 1);
$connect = dbconnect();

function courses($subjectid,$idselected)

{

$S=”";

if ($idselected=="") { $s=" SELECTED"; }
if (jsubjectid) {
$lable0="----Select a Course----- ";
} else {
$lable0="------- Not taking------ ";
)
$c="<select name=\"classid\" size=\"l\" $s>".
"coption value=\"\">$lable0c/option>\n";

$q="SELECT c.classid, classname FROM subject_classes s, classes c
"WHERE s.classid=c.classid AND subjectid=\"$subjectid\"
"ORDER BY classname";
$result = mysql_query($q) or dieC'Bad query: $q") ;
while ($r = mysql_fetch_array($result)){
$S="" ;

$classid = $r["classid"];
jclassname = $r["classname"];
if ($classid==$idselected) { $s="SELECTED"; }
$c .= "coption value=\"$classid\"$s>$classnamec/option>\n" ;
}
$c .= "c/select>\n" ;
return $c;

$query = "SELECT firstname, lastname FROM students WHERE ",
"studentid=\"$studentid\"";
$result = mysql_query($query) or die("Bad query: $query");
$r = mysql_fetch_array($result);
$studentname=$r["firstname"]."
$r["lastname"];
$query = "SELECT subject FROM subjects WHERE subjectid=\"$subjectid\
jresult = mysql_query ($query) or dieC'Bad query: $query") ;
$r = mysql_fetch_array($result);
$subj ect=$r["subj ect"];
if ($cosid) {
$q=”SELECT * FROM courseofstudy WHERE cosid=\"$cosid\"";
$result = mysql_query($q) or dieC'Bad query: $q") ;
$r = mysql_fetch_array($result);
$units=$r["units"];
$hours=$r["hours"];
$textbooks=$r["textbooks"];
$tests=$r["tests"];
$projects=$r["projects"];
$subjectid=$r["subjectid"];
$courseid=$r["classid"];
} else { // Set some default values
$units="5";
$hours="5";
$tests="T=\nQ=";
}
?>
ccenter>
ch2>c? echo "Details for the $subject Class to Addcbr>"; ?>c/h2>
cbr>
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cform method="POST" action="cos3.php">
cinput type= "hidden" name="studentid" value="c? echo $studentid; ?>">
<input type="hidden" name="gradelevel" value="c? echo $gradelevel; ?>">
cinput type="hidden" name="semester" value="<? echo $semester; ?>”>
cinput type="hidden" name="subjectid" value="c? echo $subjectid; ?>">
ctable align="center">
ctr>ctd>Classc/td>
ctd>Textbooksc/td>
ctd>Tests &amp; Quizzesc/td>
ctd>Papers / Projectsc/td>
c/tr>ctr>
ctd valign="top">
c? echo courses($subjectid,$courseid) ; ?>
cbr>cbr>Course Units
cinput type="text" name="units" size="3" value="c?echo $units; ?>">
cbr>Hours per week
cinput type="text" name="hours" size="3" value="<?echo $hours; ?>">c/td>
ctd valign=“top">
ctextarea name="textbooks" rows="4" cols="30">c?echo $textbooks; ?>c/textarea>
c/td>
ctd valign="top">
ctextarea name="tests" rows="4" cols="15">c?echo $tests; ?>c/textarea>
c/td>
ctd valign="top">
ctextarea name="projects" rows="4" cols="30">c?echo $projects; ?>c/textarea>
c/td>
c/tr>ctr>ctd colspan="2” align="left">
cbr>cinput type="submit" value="Cancel">
c/td>ctd colspan="2" align="right">
cbr>cinput type="submit" value="Update">c/td>
c/tr>
c/table>
c/center>
c/form>
c/body>
c/html>

<;----------------------------------------------------------- Filename:
cos3.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-04-28 20:53
------------------------------------------------------------ >
c?
if (!$studentid OR !$gradelevel OR !$semester) {
die("You must select a student, gradelevel, and semestercbr>");

if ($submit!="Cancel") {
require_once('dbconnect.php1);
Sconnect = dbconnect();
$query = "SELECT firstname, lastname FROM students WHERE
"studentid=\"$studentid\"";
$result = mysql_query($query) or die("Bad query: $query");
$r = mysql_fetch_array($result) ;
$studentname=$r["firstname" ]." ".$r["lastname”];
$query="REPLACE courseofstudy (studentid, classid, gradelevel, semester, units, "
"hours, textbooks, tests, projects, subjectid) ".
"VALUES(\"$studentid\",\"$classid\",\"$gradelevel\", \"$semester\",\"$units\",
" \ "$hours\", \"$textbooks\", \"$tests\", \" $projects\", \" $subjectid\") " ,$result = mysql_query($query) or die("Bad query: $query");
header("Location: cos.php?studentid=$studentid&gradelevel=$gradelevel
&semester=$semester" );

<i----------------------------------------------------------- Filename:
cos.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-05-31 00:21
chtml>
chead>
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<? include(“header.inc"); ?>
</head>

<body>
<?
if (!$studentid OR !$gradelevel OR !$semester) {
echo "You must select a student, gradelevel, and semester<br>“;
died ;
}

require_once('dbconnect.php ');
$connect = dbconnect () ,function subject_select() {
$query = "SELECT * FROM subjects ORDER BY subject";
$result = mysql_query($query) or die("Bad query: $query");
$subjectselect="<select name=\"subjectid\" size=\"l\">".
"<option value=\"\" selected>— Select a subject —</option>\n";

while ($r = mysql_fetch_array($result)){
$s="";
$subject=$r["subject"];
$subjectid=$r["subjectid"];
if ($subjectid==$idselected) { $s="SELECTED"; )
$subjectselect .= "coption value=\"$subjectid\"$s>$subject</option>\n" ;
}
$subjectselect .= "</select>\n";
return $subjectselect;
$query = "SELECT firstname, lastname FROM students WHERE ".
"studentid=\"$studentid\"" ;
$result = mysql_query($query) or die("Bad query: $query");
$r = mysql_fetch_array($result);
$studentname=$r[“firstname"]." ".$r["lastname”];

?>

<center>
<h2>
Course of Study for
<? echo "$studentname<br>Grade Level $gradelevel - $semester Semester<br>\n"; ?>
c/h2>
<?
if (!$printfmt) {
echo "cform method=\"POSTX" action=\"cos2.php\">\n" .
"cinput type=\"hidden\" name=\"studentid\" value=\"$studentid\">\n" .
"cinput type=\"hidden\" name=\"gradelevel\" value=\"$gradelevel\">\n".
"cinput type=\"hidden\“ name=\"semester\" value=\”$semester\”>\n".
"cbr>To add a class to this course of study select a subject\n".
"<br>area from the dropdown list \n".
"and click \"Add Class DetailsX".cbr>\n" .
subject_select().
"&nbsp;cinput type=\"submit\“ value=\"Add Class DetailsX">\n" .
"</form>\n".
"To display a printable version click cu>\n".
"<a href=\"cos.php?studentid=$studentid&gradelevel=$gradelevel&semester=$semesterS;"
"printfmt=l\">here</ax/u> or select the Display Course of Study task.\n";
} else {
echo "<br>";
$query = "SELECT * FROM courseofstudy cos, classes c, subjects s ".
"WHERE studentid=\"$studentid\" ".
"AND gradelevel=\"$gradelevel\" AND semester=\"$semester\" ".
"AND cos.classid=c.classid AND cos.subjectid=s.subjectid
"ORDER BY classname";

$result = mysql_query($query) or die("Bad query: $query");
$classes=mysql_num_rows($result);
if ($classes>0) {
if ($printfmt) {
$deletehdr="" ;
$edithdr="";
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} else {
$deletehdr="cth>&nbsp;\n”;
$edithdr=“cth>&nbsp;\n";
}
echo "ctable align=\"center\" border=\"l\">\n".
Sdeletehdr.
"cth>Subject Areac/td>\n".
"cth>Class\n".
"cth>Textbooks\n" .
"cth>Tests\n".
"cth>Papers/ProjectsXn".
$edithdr.
"c/tr>\n";
while ($r = mysql_fetch_array($result) ) {
$cosid=$r['cosid'];
$subject=$r['subject'];
$classname=$r['classname'];
$units=$r['units'];
$hours=$r['hours'];
$textbooks=$r['textbooks'];
$tests=$r['tests'];
$projects=$r['projects'];
if (Sprintfmt) {
$deleteform="";
$editform="";
} else {
$deleteform="ctd valign=\"top\">".
"cform method=\"POSTX" action=\"deleteclasscheck.php\">\n".
"cinput type=\"hidden\ " name=\"cosidX" value=X"ScosidX">\n" .
"cinput type=\"hiddenX '' name=\"studentidX" value=\"SstudentidX">\n".
"cinput type=\"hidden\" name=\"gradelevelX" value=\"$grade1eveIX">\n"
"cinput type=\“hiddenX" name=\"semesterX" value=\"$semester\">Xn".
"c input type= X"submi t\" name=\"deleteX" \n".
"value=\"del\ " style=\"font-size:10px\">\n“.
"c/form>\n".
"c/td>";
$editform="ctd valign=\"top\">".
"cform method=\"POSTX" action=\"cos2.php\">\n" .
"cinput type=\"hiddenX " name=\"cosidX" value=X"$cosid\">\n" .
"cinput type=\"hiddenX " name=\"studentidX" value=\"SstudentidX">\n".
"cinput type=\"hiddenX " name=\"gradelevelX" value=\"SgradelevelX">\n"
"cinput type=\"hiddenX " name=\"semester\" value=\''$semester\">\n".
"cinput type=\"submit\" name=\"editX"\n" .
"value=\"editX ” style=\ "font-size:10px\">\n".
"c/form>\n".
"c/td>";
}
echo "ctr>".
Sdeleteform .
"ctd align=X"rightX" valign=\"top\">" .
$Subject.
"c/td>ctd valign=\"top\">".
Sclassname.
"cbr>Units: ".$units." Hours: °.$hours.
"c/td>ctd valign=\"top\">".
$textbooks.
"c/td>ctd valign=\"top\">".
Stests.
"c/tdxtd valign=\''top\">" .
Sprojects.
"c/td>".
Seditform .
"c/tr>\n";
)
echo "c/table>c/center>\n";
?>
c/body>
c/html>
<!----------------------------------------------------------- Filename:
dbconnect.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-04-28 20:38
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function dbconnect() {
// Attenpt to make a persistent connection
Sresult = mysql_pconnect('localhost', 'defenders', 'secretpassword');
if (!$result) {
dieC'Could not connect to the database server.cbr>");
}
// Use the dikaios database
if (!mysql_select_db('dikaios')) {
dieC'Could not connect to the Dikaios database.<br>" ) ;
}
return $result;
}
?>
<i----------------------------------------------------------- Filename: deleteclasscheck.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-04-16 21:04
------------------------------------------------------------ >
<html>
<head>
<? require_once("header.inc"); ?>
</head>
<body>
<br>
<center>
ctable border="0">
ctrxtd colspan="2" align="center">
You are about to permanently delete this course and all data associated with it.cbr>
Are you sure you want to do this?
c/tdx/tr>
ctr>
ctd align="left">
cform method="POST" action="cos.php">
cinput type="hidden' name="cosid" value="c? echo $cosid; ?>">
cinput type="hidden' name="studentid" value="c? echo $studentid; ?>">
cinput type="hidden' name="gradelevel" value="c? echo $gradelevel; ?>">
cinput type="hidden' name="semester" value="c? echo $semester; ?>">
cinput type="submit' name=''goback“ value="No Go Back" style="font-size:10px">
c/form>
c/td>
ctd align="right">
cform method="POST" action="deleteclass.php">
cinput type="hidden' name="cosid" value="c? echo $cosid; ?>">
cinput type="hidden' name="studentid" value="c? echo $studentid; ?>">
cinput type="hidden' name="gradelevel" value="c? echo Sgradelevel; ?>">
cinput type="hidden' name="semester” value="c? echo $semester; ?>">
cinput type="submit' name=”delete" value="Yes Delete It" style="font-size:10px">
c/form>
c/tdx/tr>
c/table>
c/center>
c/body>
c/html>

< !----------------------------------------------------------- Filename: deleteclass.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-04-28 20:56
------------------------------------------------------------ >
c?
require_once('dbconnect.php ');
$connect = dbconnect();
if ($cosid) {
$q="DELETE FROM courseofstudy WHERE cosid=\"$cosid\"";
$result = mysql_query($q);
}
header)"Location:
cos.php?studentid=$studentid&gradelevel=$gradelevel&semester=$semester" );
?>
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< I----------------------------------------------------------- Filename:
eval2.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-04-28 21:04
------------------------------------------------------------ >
<html>
<head>
<? include("header.inc"); ?>
</head>

<body>
<?
require_once(1dbconnect-php ');
$connect = dbconnect(),-

function pack_attendance($a) {
$n=0;
for ($i=31; $i>=l; $i—) {
$n«=l; //shift n left 1 bit
if ($a[$i]) { $n+=l; }
}
return ($n,;
}

function makegradeselect(&$g,$currentgrade) {
$gradeselect = "coption value=\"\" selected>Grade?</option>";
$gnum = sizeof($g);
for ($i=0; $i<$gnum; $i++) {
$grade=$g[$i];
$selected="";
if ($grade==$currentgrade) { $selected="selected"; }
$gradeselect .= "<option value=\”$grade\" $selected>$grade</option>
}
return Sgradeselect;
}
$n=pack_attendance($a);
// Count schooldays
$schooldays=0;
for ($i=l; $i<=31; $i++) {
if ($a[$i]) < $schooldays++;
}

}

$q = "REPLACE monthlyeval SET ".
"studentid=\"$studentid\ ",
"gradelevel=\"$gradelevel\" ,".
"semester=\"$semester\",".
"year=\"$year\",".
"month=\"$month\",".
"schooldays=\"$schooldays\", ".
"sickdays=\"$sickdays\"," .
"vacationdays=\"$vacationdays\", " .
"attendance=\"$n\" ,".
"endofperiod=\"$endofperiod\",".
"activities=\"$activities\ ", ".
"fieldtrips=\"$fieldtripsX",".
"notel=\"$notel\" ,".
"note2=\"$note2\",".
"note3=\"$note3\" ,".
"note4=\"$note4\"" ;

$result = mysql_query($q) or die(mysql_error()) ;
$query = "SELECT grade, points FROM gradepoints ORDER BY points DESC";
$result = mysql_query(jquery) or die("Bad query: $query");
while ($r = mysql_fetch_array($result) ){
$grades[] = $r["grade"];
$points[$r["grade"]] = $r["points"];
}
$q = "SELECT c.classid, classname FROM courseofstudy cos, classes c 11.
"WHERE studentid=\"$studentid\"
"AND gradelevel=\"$gradelevel\" AND semester=\"$semester\" ",
"AND cos.classid=c.classid ",
"ORDER BY classname";
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$result = mysql_query($q) or die(mysql_error()) ;
?>
ccenter>
cform method="POST" actions"eval3,php">
cinput type="hidden" name="studentid" value="c? echo $studentid; ?>">
cinput type="hidden" name="gradelevel" values"c? echo Sgradelevel; ?>">
cinput type="hidden" name="semester" value="c? echo $semester; ?>">
cinput type="hidden" name="month" value="c? echo $month; ?>">
cinput type="hidden" name="year" value="c? echo $year; ?>">
cbrxbrxtable border="l">
cth>Subjectcth>Gradecth>Pages orcbr>Unitscth>Projects & Comments

$i=0;
while ($r = mysql_fetch_assoc($result) ) {
$classid= $r["classid"];
$classname= $r["classname"];
$q="SELECT * FROM coursework WHERE studentid=$studentid AND ".
"year=$year AND month=$month AND classid=$classid";
$result2 = mysql_query($q) or die(mysql_error());
$nrows=mysql_num_rows($result2);
if (Snrows) {
$r2=mysql_fetch_assoc($result2) ;
$grade=$r2["grade"];
$pages=$r2["pages"];
$projects=$r2["projects"];
} else {
$grade="";$pages="";$proj ects="";
}
//Set the grade to whatever was in the database
// $gradeselect=makegradeselect(&$grades,$grade);
$gradeselect=''cselect name=V'grade \ ” size=\”1\”>”.
makegradeselect(&$grades,$grade) . "c/select>";
echo "ctrxtd>" .$classname.
"cinput type=\"hidden\" name=\"classid[$i]\" value=\"$classid\">" .
"c/tdxtd>”.
Sgradeselect.
"c/tdxtd>" .
"ctextarea rows=\"2\" cols=\"20\" name=\"pages[$i]\">$pagesc/textarea>".
"c/tdxtd>" .
"ctextarea rows=\"2\" cols=\"30\" name=\"projects[$i]\">$projectsc/textarea>
"c/tdx/tr>";
$i++;
)
?>

c/table>
cinput type="hidden" name="classes" value="c? echo $i; ?>">
cbrxinput type="submit" value=" Submit">
c/form>
c/center>
c/body>
c/html>
< i----------------------------------------------------------- Filename:
eval3.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-05-30 22:20
------------------------------------------------------------ >
c?
require_once(1dbconnect.php 1);
$connect = dbconnect();

for ($i=0; $ic$classes; $i++) {
$q = "REPLACE coursework SET ".
"studentid=\"$studentid\ ",
"year=\"$year\",».
"month=\"$month\",".
”classid=\"$classid[$i]\.
"grade=\"$grade[$i]\.
"pages=\"$pages[$i]\", ".
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"projects=\"$projects [$i] \ " ;
Sresult = mysql_query($q) or die(mysql_error());
}
header("Location:
showeval.php?studentid=$studentid&gradelevel=$gradelevel&year=$year&month=$month" );
?>

<!----------------------------------------------------------- Filename:
eval.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-04-28 21:03
------------------------------------------------------------->
<html>
<head>
<? include("header.inc") ; ?>
</head>
<body>
<?
require_once (1 dbconnect .php1) ,Sconnect = dbconnect();

function unpack_attendance($n,&$a) {
$mask=l;
//right most bit set
for ($i=l; $i<=31; $i++) {
$a[$i]=($n & $mask) ? 1:0;
$mask«=l; //shift the mask left 1 bit
}
}

$q="SELECT * FROM monthlyeval WHERE studentid=$studentid AND year=$year".
" AND month=$month" ;

Sresult = mysql_query($q) or die(mysql_error()) ;
$ncols=mysql„num_fields(Sresult) ;
$nrows=mysql_num_rows($result) ;
$newrec=l;
if ($nrows) {
//editing data
$newrec=0;
jr = mysql_fetch_assoc(Sresult) ;
$schooldays= $r[”schooldays"];
$sickdays= $r["sickdays"];
$vacationdays= $r["vacationdays"];
$attendance= $r["attendance"];
unpack_attendance(Sattendance,&$a);
$activities= $r["activities"];
$fieldtrips= $r["fieldtrips"];
$notel= $r["notel" ] ;
$note2= $r["note2"];
$note3= $r["note3"];
$note4= $r["note4"];
}
?>
<centerxhl>Monthly Evaluation for <?echo Smonth."/".Syear;
cform method="POST" action="eval2.php">
cinput
cinput
cinput
cinput
cinput

type="hidden"
type="hidden"
type="hidden"
type="hidden"
type="hidden"

?x/hlxbr>

name="studentid" value="c? echo Sstudentid; ?>">
name="gradelevel" value="c? echo Sgradelevel; ?>">
name="semester" value="c? echo Ssemester; ?>”>
name="month" value="c? echo Smonth; ?>">
name="year" value="c? echo Syear; ?>">

c?
$daysinmonth=date ("t",mktime(0,0,0,Smonth));
$cal="ctable border=l>\n";
Seal.="ctrxth>Scth>Mcth>Tcth>Wcth>Tcth>Fcth>Sctr>";

for ($day=l;$dayc=$daysinmonth;$day++) {
$dow=date("w",mktime (0,0,0,Smonth,$day,Syear));
if ($day==l) {
for ($i=0;$ic$dow;$i++) {
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$cal.="ctd>&nbsp;c/td>";

}
}
if ($dow==0) { $cal.="</tr>\n<tr>"; }
if ($newrec) {
if ($dow>0 AND $dow <6) { $c="checked"; } else { $c=""; }
} else {
if ($a[$day]) { $c="checked"; } else { $c=""; }
)
$cal.="<td align=right>$day&nbsp;".
"cinput type=\" checkbox'/' name=\"a[$day]\" value=\"l\" $c >c/td>";
if($day==$daysinmonth) {
$leftover=6-$dow;
for ($i=0;$ic$leftover;$i++) {
Seal.="ctd>&nbsp;c/td>";
}
$cal.="c/tr>\n";
}
}
$cal.="c/table>\n";
?>
ctable border="0">
ctrxtd align="center" colspan="2">Please enter the number of days missed
and check each day in attendance.c/tdx/tr>
ctrxtd align="center" valign="top">
cbr>
Sick Days:&nbsp;
cinput type=”text” name="sickdays" size="4" value="c? echo $sickdays; ?>">
cbr>
cbr>
Vacation Days:&nbsp;
cinput type="text" name="vacationdays" size="4" value="c? echo $vacationdays; ?>">
c/tdxtdx? echo $cal; ?x/tdx/tr>
c/table>
cbr>
ctable>
ctrxtd colspan="5" align="center”>Please list activities, fieldtrips, and any other
educational experiences that occurred this month.c/tdx/tr>
ctr>
ctd align="right" valign="top">Activities: c/td>
ctdxtextarea rows="2" cols="50" name="activities"x? echo $activities; ?
x/ textareax/ td>
ctd width=”5%”>&nbsp;c/td>
ctd align="right" valign="top">Note2: c/td>
ctdxtextarea rows="2" cols="50" name="note2"x? echo $note2; ?x/textareax/td>
c/trxtr>
ctd align="right" valign="top">Fieldtrips:c/td>
ctdxtextarea rows="2" cols="50“ name="fieldtrips"x? echo $fieldtrips; ?
></textareax / td>
ctd width="5%">&nbsp,-c/td>
ctd align=”right" valign="top">Note3:c/td>
•ctdxtextarea rows="2" cols="50" name="note3"x? echo $note3; ?x/textareax/td>
c/trxtr>
ctd align="right" valign="top">Notel:c/td>
ctdxtextarea rows="2" cols="50" name="notel"x? echo $notel; ?x/textareax/td>
ctd width="5%">&nbsp;</td>
ctd align="right" valign="top''>Note4 :c/td>
ctdxtextarea rows=”2" cols="50" name="note4"x? echo $note4; ?x/textareax/td>
c/trxtr>
ctd colspan="5" align="center"xinput type="submit" value="Submit"x/td>
c/tr>
c/table>
c/form>
c/body>
c/html>

< i---------------------------------- Filename:
get_passwd2.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-04-29 00:51
chtml>
chead>
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<? include("header.inc"); ?>
</head>

<body>
<center>
ch2>Resetting passwordc/h2>
<?
require_once("authenticate.php");
$email = $HTTP_POST_VARS['email;

$msg=register($email);
if ($msg==”success") {
echo "Your new password has been sent to $email.";
) else {
echo $msg;
}
echo "cbrxbrxa href='index.php'>Go to Login Page</a>" ;
?>
</body>
</html>

<1----------------------------------------------------------- Filename:
get_passwd.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-04-29 00:52
------------------------------------------------------------ >
<html>
chead>
c? require_once("header.inc") ; ?>
</head>
<body>
ccenter>
<h2>Getting a New Password</h2>
<br>
cform action="get_passwd2.php" method=post>
ctable>
ctr>ctd>
Enter your email and click "Send Password"
c/td>c/tr>
ctr>ctd>
cinput type=text name=email size=35 maxlength=35 value="c? echo $email;
c/td>c/tr>
ctr>ctd align=11 center">
cinput type=submit value="Send Password">
c/td>c/tr>
c/table>
c/center>
c/body>
c/html>

<!------------------------------------------------------------ Filename: header.inc
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2004-05-14 00:45
------------------------------------------------------------ >
cmeta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-l">
cmeta name="Keywords" content="telecom, datacom, equipment, scrap, reuse">
ctitle>Dikaios Christian Home Educatorsc/title>
cSTYLE TYPE="text/css">
a:link { color:#000000; text-decoration:none; }
a:visited { color:#000000; text-decoration:none; }
a:hover { color:#B13B30; text-decoration:none; )
a:active { color:#715454; text-decoration:none; )
a.body:link { color:#0000CF; )
a.body:visited { color:#OOOOCF; }
a.body:hover { color:#CF0000 }
body { color:#000000; background:#FFF2E2 )
table { empty-cells:show )
table.border { width:70%; border: solid black; border-width:thick;
border-style: groove; padding:lem; background:#C9ClB2;
c/STYLE>
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?>">

c!----------------------------------------- ------------------ Filename:
index2.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-05-31 00:25
------------------------------------------------------------ >
<? require_once('valid_user.php'); ?>
<html>
chead>
<? include("header.inc"); ?>
<script type="text/javascript">
function resubmit() {
document.forms(0].action="index2.php";
document. forms [ 0 ] . target=" framel11 ;
document. forms [ 0 ] . submi t () ;
}
</script>
</head>
<body>
<center>

<?
require_once(1dbconnect.php 1);
$connect = dbconnect();
$memberid=$_SESSION['member_id' ];
$query = "SELECT studentid, firstname FROM students ".
"WHERE memberid=\"$memberid\" ORDER BY firstname";
$result = mysql_query(jquery) or die("Bad query: $query");
jstudents = "coption value=\"\" selected>- Student? -</option>";
while ($r = mysql_fetch_array($result) ){
$sid = $r["studentid" ];
jstudent = $r["firstname"];
jselected="";
if ($studentid==$sid) { $selected="selected"; }
//studentid is the select name
$students .= "coption value=\"$sid\" $selected>$studentc/option>";

function make_option($prev_selection, $set_value, $prompt) {
$selected="";
if ($prev_selection==$set_value) { $selected="selected"; }
return "coption value=\"$set_value\” $selected>$promptc/option>" ;
if ($funcname) { $frame="frame2"; } else { $frame="framel "; }
echo "cform method=\"POST\" action=\"$funcname\" target=\"jframeX">";

I/TASKS
echo "cselect name=\"funcnameX” size=\"l\" onChange=\"resubmit()\">";
echo make_option($funcname,"","- Select a Task -");
echo make_option(jfuncname,"cos.php","Prepare Course of Study");
echo make_option(jfuncname,"showcos.php","Display Course of Study");
echo make_option(jfuncname,"eval.php","Prepare Monthly Evaluation");
echo make_option(jfuncname,"showeval.php","Display Monthly Evaluation");
echo make_option(jfuncname,"reportcard.php","Prepare Semester Report Card");
echo make_option(jfuncname,"showreportcard.php","Display Semester Report Card");
echo make_option(jfuncname,”showgradplan.php","Display High School Graduation Plan");
echo make_option(jfuncname,"showtranscript.php", "Display High School Transcript");
echo ”c/select>&nbsp;11 ;
if ($funcname) {
echo "cselect name=\"studentidX11 size=\“l\">" ;
echo $students;
echo "c/select>&nbsp;";

// All tasks need gradelevel and semester except these
if ($funcname!="showgradplan.php" AND Sfuncname!="showtranscript.php" )
echo "cselect name=\"grade1eve1\" size=\"1\">";
echo make_option($gradelevel,"","- Grade? -");
echo make_option(jgradelevel,"12","12") ;
echo make_option(jgradelevel,"11","11");
echo make_option(jgradelevel,"10’,"10") ;
echo make_option(jgradelevel,"9","9") ;
echo make_option(jgradelevel,"8","8") ;
echo make_option(jgradelevel,"7","7") ;
echo make_option (jgradelevel, ” 6 " , " 6 " ) ;
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{

echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo

make_option(Sgradelevel,"5","5") ;
make_option($gradelevel,"4",”4");
make_option(Sgradelevel,"3"," 3n) ;
make_option($gradelevel,"2","2") ;
make_option (Sgradelevel, " 111, " 1") ;
make_option(Sgradelevel,"K", "K") ;
"</select>&nbsp;";

echo
echo
echo
echo
echo

"cselect name=\"semester\" size=\"l\">";
make_option($semester,"",Semester?
make_option(Ssemester,"First" ,"First") ;
make_option($semester,"Second" ,"Second") ;
“</select>";

// These functions need to know the month and year
if ($funcname=="eval.php" OR $funcname=="showeval.php") {
if ($month=="") {
Slastmonth = mktime (0,0,0,date("m")-l,date("d"),date("Y"))
$month=date("m",$lastmonth);
$year=date("Y",jlastmonth);
)
echo "cselect name=\"month\" size=\"1\">";
echo make_option (Smonth, 11", ” - Month? —") ;
echo make_option($month,”01”,"January");
echo make_option($month,"02","February") ;
echo make_option(Smonth,"03","March");
echo make_option(Smonth,"04","April");
echo make_option($month," 05","May");
echo make_option(Smonth,"06","June“);
echo make_option($month,"07","July");
echo make_option($month, "08”,"August") ;
echo make_option(Smonth,"09",“September");
echo make_option($month,"10","October");
echo make_option(Smonth,"11","November");
echo make_option($month, "12","December");
echo "c/select>S:nbsp;";
echo "<select name=\"year\" size=\"l\">";
if ($year=="") {
$year=date("Y");
)
echo make_option($year,"","- Year? -“);
echo make_option($year,"2003","2003") ;
echo make_option($year,"2004","2004") ;
echo make_option($year,"2005","2005") ;
echo make_option($year,"2006", "2006”) ;
echo make_option($year,"2007","2007") ;
echo make_option($year,"2008","2008") ;
echo "</select>”,echo "&nbsp;cinput type=\"submit\" value=\"&nbsp;GO&nbsp; ;
}
?>
</form>
</center>
</body>
</html>

<i----------------------------------------------------------- Filename:
index.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-05-31 00:29
------------------------------------------------------------->
<html>
<head>
<? require_once("header.inc”); ?>
</head>
<body>

<center>
<br>
<hl>Welcome to Dikaios ISP</hl>
ch2>Please Login</h2>
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cform method=post action="member.php">
ctable>
<tr>
<td>Email Address:<br>
cinput type=text name=email size="30" value="c? echo $email; ?>">c/td>c/tr>
ctr>
ctd>Password:cbr>
cinput type=password name=passwd size="16">&nbsp;
cinput type=submit value="Log in">
c/td>c/tr>
ctr>
ctd>ca href="get_passwd.php?email=c? echo $email; ?>">Get a new password.c/a>
c/td>
c/tr>
ctr>
ctd>
ca href="change_passwd.php?email=c? echo $email; ?>">Change my password.c/a>
c/td>
c/tr>
ctr>
ctd>
c?
if ($badlogin) {
echo "cfont color='RED'>";
echo "Your email address and/or password are incorrect!cbr>";
echo "If you think the email address is correct try to get
echo "a new password!c/font>cbr>";
}
?>
c/td>
c/tr>
c/table>
c/form>
c/center>
c/body>
c/html>

<i----------------------------------------------------------- Filename:
isp.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-05-31 00:29
------------------------------------------------------------ >
c? require—once('valid_user.php'); ?>
chtml>
chead>
c? include("header.inc"); ?>
c/head>
cframeset rows="45,*" frameborder=l bordercolor="#FFF2E2">
cframe src=''index2.php" name="framel">
cframe src="bottom.php" name="frame2">
cnoframes>ca href="index2.html“>Main Menuc/a>c/noframes>
c/frameset>
c/html>

c!_.--------------------------------- Fi 1ename: member.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-04-29 00:55

c?
require_once('authenticate.php');
session_start();
$email = $HTTP_POST_VARS['email'];
$passwd = $HTTP_POST_VARS['passwd'];
$valid_login=FALSE;
if ($email AND $passwd) {
if ($memberid=login($email, $passwd)) {
$_SESSION!'valid_user'] = $email;
$_SESSION!'member_id' ] = $memberid;
$vali d_login=TRUE;
)
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if ($valid_login) {
header ("Location.: isp.php");
} else {
header("Location: index.php?email=$email&badlogin=l");
)
?>
<!----------------------------------------------------------- Filename:
admin/membershiplabels.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-05-31 00:05
------------------------------------------------------------ >
<?
include ("class.label.php");
require_once('../dbconnect.php ');
$connect = dbconnect();
$q="SELECT title,firstname,lastname,address,city,state,zipcode ".
"FROM members ORDER BY lastname";

Sresult = mysql_query($q);
$nrows=mysql_num_rows($result) ;
if ($nrows) {
$labeltype="Av5160"; //this is an Avery label used for mailing labels
$label= new Clabel(jlabeltype);
/*
The Av5160 is expecting an array of four values
array ('linel'=> first line of address label (typically first and last name)
'line2'=> second line of address label (typically streeet address)
'line3'=> third line of address label (typically PO BOX)
'line4'=> fourth line of address label (typically city,state zip)
)
the third line is optional and if it is not present, the class will omit it and
move the fourth line up on the label
*/
while ($r = mysql_fetch_assoc($result)) {
$linel= trim($r["title"] . " " . $r["firstname"]) . " " . $r["lastname"];
$line2= $r["address"];
$line3= $r["city") . ", " . $r["state") . " " . $r["zipcode"];
jinfo[]=array(1linel1=>$linel,1line21=>$line2,1line3'=>$line3,'line4'=>$line4);
}
reset($info);
$label->makeLabel($info);
}
?>
< !----------------------------------------------------------- Filename:
reportcard2.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-04-28 21:15
------------------------------------------------------------ >
<?
if (!$studentid || !$gradelevel OR !$semester) {
echo "You must select a student, gradelevel, and semester<br>";
die ("Click the Back Button and try again.");

require_once(1dbconnect.php ');
$connect = dbconnect();
$gnum=sizeof(Sgrade);
for ($i=0; $i<$gnum; $i++) {
$query="UPDATE courseofstudy SET classgrade=\"$grade[$i]\", ".
"unitscompleted=\"$uc[$i]\" WHERE cosid=\"$cosid[$i]\" LIMIT 1";
$result = mysql_query($query) or dieC'Bad query: $query");
}
header("Location: reportcard.php?studentid=$studentid&gradelevel=$gradelevel
&semester=$semester&printfmt=l");
?>

< !--------------------------- Filename:
reportcard.php
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- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-04-28 21:14
------------------------------------------------------------ >
<html>
chead>
<? include("header.inc"); ?>
</head>

<body>
<?
if (!$studentid OR !$gradelevel OR !$semester) {
die("You must select a student, gradelevel, and semester<br>");
}
require_once('dbconnect.php ');
$connect = dbconnect();

$query= "SELECT firstname, lastname FROM students WHERE ”.
"studentid=\"$studentid\ "";
$result=mysql_query($query) or dieC'Bad query: $query");
$r=mysql_fetch_array($result);
$studentname=$r["firstname"]."
$r["lastname"];

$query = "SELECT grade, points FROM gradepoints ORDER BY points DESC";
jresult = mysql_query ($query) or dieC'Bad query: $query");
while ($r = mysql_fetch_array($result) ){
$grades[] = $r["grade"l;
Spoints[$r["grade"]] = $r["points"];
}

function makegradeselect(&$g,$currentgrade) {
$gradeselect = "coption value=\"\” selected>Grade?c/option>";
$gnum = sizeof($g);
for ($i=0; $ic$gnum; $i++) {
$grade=$g[$i];
$selected="";
if ($grade==$currentgrade) < $selected="selected"; }
$gradeselect .= "coption value=\“$grade\" $selected>$gradec/option>";
)
return $gradeselect;
}
// Tab is used for spacing and to make underlines
$tab="&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;";
?>
ccenter>
ctable>ctr>ctd>
c?
echo "ccenter>ch2>ci>Dikaios Christian Academyc/i>c/h2>c/center>\n" .
"ch3>Report Card for: cu>&nbsp; $studentname &nbsp,-c/u> &nbsp;&nbsp;\n".
“Grade Level: cu>&nbsp; $gradelevel - $semester semester&nbsp;c/u>c/h3>\n
if (!$printfmt) {
echo "cform method=\"POST\" action=\"reportcard2.php\">\n" .
"cinput type=\"hidden\" name=\"studentid\" value=\"$studentid\">\n".
"cinput type=\"hidden\" name=\"gradelevel\" value=\"$gradelevel\">\n".
"cinput type=\"hidden\" name=\”semester\" value=\"$semester\">\n";
) else {
$query2 = "SELECT activities,fieldtrips,notel,note2,note3,note4
" FROM monthlyeval WHERE studentid=\"$studentid\" ".
"AND gradelevel=\"$gradelevel\" AND semester=\"$semester\"";
$result2 = mysql_query($query2) or dieC'Bad query: $query");
)

$query = "SELECT * FROM courseofstudy cos, classes c, subjects s ",
"WHERE studentid=\"$studentid\"
"AND gradelevel=\"$gradelevel\" AND semester=\"$semester\"
"AND cos.classid=c.classid AND cos.subjectid=s.subjectid
"ORDER BY classname";

Sresult = mysql_query(Squery) or dieC'Bad query: $query");
$classcount=mysql_num_rows($result) ;

if ($classcount>0) {
echo "ctable width=\”100%\" align=\"center\" border=\"l\">\n".
"cth>Subject Areac/th>\n".
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"cth>Classc/th>!n".
"cth>Hoursc/th>!n”.
"<th>Uni tscbr>Attemp tedc/th>\n".
"cth>Unitscbr>Con^)letedc/th>!n" .
"cth>Gradec/th>!n".
"c/tr>!n";
$totalunits=0; $gpa=O;
$totalhours=0; $totalunitsattempted=0;
while ($r = mysql_fetch_array(Sresult)) {
$cosid=$r['cosid'];
$subject=$r['subject'];
$classname=$r['classname'];
$units=$r['units'];
$hours=$r['hours'];
$classgrade=$r ['classgrade'];
$unitscompleted=$r['unitscompleted' ] ;
if (!$printfmt) {
if ($unitscompleted=="") {
$unitscompleted=$units ;
};
$unitsstr="<input type=!“text!" name=!"uc[]!" size=\"4\"".
" value=\"$unitsconpleted\">";
$unitscompleted=$unitsstr;
//Set the grade to whatever was in the database
$gradeselect=makegradeselect(&$grades,Sclassgrade) ;
$classgrade="<select name=\"grade[]\" size=\"1\.
Sgradeselect. "</select>" ;
} else {
$totalhours+=$hours;
$totalunitsattempted+=$units;
$totalunits+=$unitscompleted;
$gpa+=Sunitscompleted * Spoints[Sclassgrade];
}
echo ”<tr>".
"ctd align=!"right!" valign=!"top!”>".
"cinput type=!"hidden!" name=!"cosid[]!“ value=!"$cosid!">" .
$subject.
"c/td>!nctd valign=!"top!">”.
Sclassname.
"c/td>!nctd valign=!"top!" align=!"right!">".
Shours.
"c/td>!nctd valign=\"top!" align=!"right!">".
Sunits."&nbsp; ".
"c/td>!nctd valign=!"top!" align=!"right!">".
Sunitscompleted."&nbsp; ".
"c/td>!nctd valign=!"top!" align=!”center!">".
"&nbsp;”-Sclassgrade.
"c/td>!n".
"c/tr>!n";
if (Sprintfmt) {
if ($totalunits>0) { Sgpa /= Stotalunits; } else { Sgpa = 0; }
echo "ctrxtd colspan=!"2!" align=!"right!" >Totals:&nbsp;c/td>".
"ctd align=! "right! ">''.number_format (Stotalhours, 2) ,"c/td>".
"ctd align=!"right!">".number_format(Stotalunitsattempted, 2)."c/td>
"ctd align=!"right!">".number_format(Stotalunits, 2)."c/td>".
"ctd align=!"center!">".number_format(Sgpa,2)."c/tdx/tr>",echo "ctrxtd colspan=!"6!">".
"ccenterxb>EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIESc/b>c/center>c/tdx/tr>" .
"ctrxtd colspan=!"6!">";
$extra="";
while ($r2 = mysql_fetch_array($result2)) {
$act=$r2['activity'];
$trips=$r2['fieldtrips'];
$nl=$r2['notel'];
$n2=$r2['note2'];
$n3=$r2['note3'];
$n4=$r2['note4'];
if ($act) { $extra.= $act."cbr>"; }
if (Strips) { $extra.= $trips."cbr>"; }
if ($nl) { $extra.= $nl."cbr>"; )
if ($n2) { $extra.= $n2."cbr>"; }
if ($n3) { $extra.= $n3."cbr>"; }
if ($n4) { $extra.= $n4."cbr>"; )
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if ($extra) {
echo $extra;
} else {
echo "Nonecbr>";
)
echo "c/tdx/tr>";
echo "c/table>\n";
echo "cbr>Teacher's Signature: cu>".$tab.$tab.$tab.$tab.$tab .$tab.$tab.
"c/u> Date: <u>",$tab.$tab.$tab."</uxbr>\n" ;
echo ”cbr>ISP Admin's Signature: <u>".$tab.$tab.$tab.$tab.$tab.$tab.$tab
"</u> Date: <u>".$tab.$tab.$tab."</uxbr>\n" ;
} else {
echo "</table>\n".
"<br>Please enter grades and units completed and click \"Save GradesV
”&nbsp;cinput type=\"submit\11 value=\”Save Grades\"xbrxbr>\n".
"To display a printable version click cu>".
"ca href=\"reportcard.php ?studentid=$s tudentid&grade1eve1=$ grade1eve1
"&semester=$semester&".
"printfmt=l\">herec/ax/u> or select the Display Report Card task.Xn";
}
}

if (!$printfmt) {
echo "c/form>\n";
}

?>
c/tdx/trx/tablex/center>
c/body>
c/html>
< I----------------------------------------------------------- Filename:
showcos.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2004-10-24 23:22

c?
header("Location: cos.php?studentid=$studentid&gradelevel=$gradelevel
&semester=$semester&printfmt=l") ;
?>

<i----------------------------------------------------------- Filename:
showeval.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-04-28 21:19
------------------------------------------------------------->
chtml>
chead>
c? include("header.inc"); ?>
c/head>
cbody>

c?
if (!$studentid OR !$gradelevel OR !$year OR !$month) {
dieC'You must select a student, gradelevel, year, and monthcbr>");
}

require_once(‘dbconnect.php');
$connect = dbconnect();
function unpack_attendance($n,&$a) {
$mask=l;
//right most bit set
for ($i=l; $ic=31; $i++) {
$a[$i]=($n & $mask) ? 1:0;
$maskcc=l; //shift the mask left 1 bit
)
}

$q=“SELECT * FROM monthlyeval WHERE studentid=$studentid AND
"$gradelevel=$gradelevel AND year=$year AND month=$month";
Sresult = mysql_query($q) or die(mysql_error()) ;
$nrows=mysql_num_rows($result);
i f ($nrows) {
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$r = mysql_fetch_assoc($result);
$gradelevel=$r["gradelevel"];
$schooldays= $r["schooldays"];
$sickdays= $r [" sickdays" ] ,$vacationdays= $r["vacationdays"J;
$attendance= $r["attendance"];
$activities=$r["activities”] ;
$fieldtrips=$r["fieldtrips"];
$notel=$r["notel" ] ;
$note2=$r["note2"];
$note3=$r["note3"];
$note4=$r["note4"];
unpack_attendance($attendance,&$a) ;
}

$q="SELECT sum (schooldays) as totalschooldays FROM monthlyeval
"WHERE studentid=$studentid AND
concat(year,month)c=\"$year$month\"";
$result = mysql_query ($q) or die(mysql_error());
$nrows=mysql_num_rows($result) ;
if ($nrows) {
$r = mysql_fetch_assoc($result) ;
$totalschooldays= $r["totalschooldays"] ;
)
// Get student name from studentid
$q="SELECT firstname, lastname FROM students WHERE studentid=$studentid" ;
$result = mysql_query($q) or die(mysql_error()) ;
$r = mysql_fetch_assoc($result);
$firstname=$r["firstname"];
$lastname=$r["lastname"];

?>

<center>
cfont size="+2">
cb>ci>Dikaios Christian Academyc/i>c/b>cbr>
cb>Monthly Evaluation Formc/b>cbr>
c/font>
c/center>
cbr>
cbr>
ccenter>
ctable>
ctr>
ctd>
Name: cu>c?echo "&nbsp;".$firstname."&nbsp;n.Slastname."fcnbsp;"; ?>c/u>
&nbsp;&nbsp;Grade Level: cu>c?echo "&nbsp;".$gradelevel."&nbsp;"; ?>c/u>
&nbsp;&nbsp;Date: cu>c?echo "&nbsp;".$month."/".$year."&nbsp;"; ?>c/u>cbr>
cbr>
School Days: cu>&nbsp,-c? echo $schooldays; ?>&nbsp;c/u>&nbsp;&nbsp;
Sick Days: cu>&nbsp;c? echo $sickdays; ?>&nbsp;c/u>&nbsp;&nbsp;
Vacation Days: cu>&nbsp;c? echo $vacationdays,- ?>&nbsp,-c/u>&nbsp;&nbsp;
Total School Days: cu>&nbsp;c? echo $totalschooldays; ?>&nbsp;c/u>
cbr>cbr>
c/td>c/tr>
ctr>ctd>
ctable border='1' align=1 center1>ctr>
c?
for ($i=l; $ic=31; $i++) {
$checked= (($a[$i]) ? "checkedl.png":"uncheckedl.png");
echo "ctd align='center1 valign='top'>$icbr>cimg src=\"$checked\">c/td>
if ($i==16) { echo "c/tr>ctr>"; }
}
?>
ctd>&nbsp;c/td>c/tr>c/table>
cbr>
c/td>c/tr>
ctr>ctd>
ctable border="l" width="100%">
cth>Subjectc/th>cth>Gradec/th>cth>Pages or Unitsc/th>
cth>Projects fcamp; Commentsc/th>
c?
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$q="SELECT * FROM coursework cw, classes c WHERE studentid=$studentid AND "
"year=$year AND month=$month AND cw.classid=c.classid ORDER BY classname
$result2 = mysql_query($q) or die(mysql_error());
while ($r2 = mysql_fetch_assoc($result2) ) {
$classname=$r2["classname”];
$grade=$r2["grade"];
$pages=$r2["pages"];
$projects=$r2("projects"] ;
echo "<trxtd valign=' top1 >$classname</td>" .
"ctd align='center1 valign='top'>$gradec/td>".
"<td valign='top'>$pages</td>".
"ctd valign='top1>$projectsc/tdx/tr>";
)
?>

</table>
<br>
c/td>c/tr>
ctrxtd aligns"center">
Extra-curricular Activities
<table border="l" width="100%">
<tr>
<td align="right" valign="top">Activities: </td>
<td width="90%" valign="top"x? echo $activities; ?x/td>
</trxtr>
<td align="right" valign="top">Fieldtrips:</td>
<td width="90%" valign="top"x? echo $fieldtrips; ?x/td>
</trxtr>
ctd align="right" valign=“top">Notel:</td>
ctd width="90%" valign="top"x? echo $notel; ?>c/td>
c/trxtr>
ctd align="right" valign="top">Note2: c/td>
ctd width="90%” valign="top"x? echo $note2; ?x/td>
c/trxtr>
ctd align="right" valign="top">Note3:c/td>
ctd widths"90%" valign= "top”x? echo $note3; ?x/td>
c/trxtr>
ctd align="right" valign="top">Note4:c/td>
ctd width="90%" valign="top"x? echo $note4; ?x/td>
c/tr>
c/table>
c/td>
c/tr>
c/table>
c/body>
c/html>
< i----------------------------------------------------------- Filename:
showgradplan.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-04-28 21:21
------------------------------------------------------------ >
chtml>
chead>
c? include("header.inc"); ?>
c/head>
cbody>
c?
if (!$studentid) {
die("You must select a studentcbr>") ;
}
require_once(1dbconnect.php 1);
Sconnect = dbconnect();

$query = "SELECT firstname, lastname FROM students WHERE ".
"studentid=\"$studentid\"";
$result = mysql_query($query) or dieC'Bad query: $ query") ;
$r = mysql_fetch_array($result);
$studentname=$r["firstname"]." ".$r["lastname"];
$grandtotalplanned=0 ;
$grandtotalrequired=0 ,?>
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ccenter>
ctablextrxtd>
<?
echo "<centerxh2xi>Dikaios Christian. Academyc/ix/h2>" .
"ch3>High School Graduation Plan for: <u>&nbsp; Sstudentname &nbsp;</u>“.
“</h3x/center>\n" ;
$query = "SELECT subjectid, subject, unitsrequired FROM subjects II
"WHERE unitsrequired >0.0 ORDER BY printorder";
Sresult = mysql_query($query) or die("Bad query: Squery");
echo "ccenterxfont size=\"-2\">";
echo "ctable border=\"1\"x tr>\n".
"cth rowspan=\"2\">Subject Areac/th>\n”.
"cth colspan=\"2\">9th Gradec/th>\n".
"cth colspan=\"2\">10th Gradec/th>\n".
"cth colspan=\"2\">llth Gradec/th>\n".
"cth colspan=\"2\">12th Gradec/th>\n".
"cth colspan=\"2\">Total Unitsc/th>\n".
"c/tr>\n".
"ctr>".
"cth>lst Semc/th>".
"cth>2nd Semc/th>".
"cth>lst Semc/th>".
"cth>2nd Semc/th>".
"cth>lst Semc/th>".
"cth>2nd Semc/th>".
"cth>lst Semc/th>".
"cth>2nd Semc/th>".
"cth>Plannedc/th>".
"cth>Requiredc/th>"
"c/tr>";

while ($r = mysql_fetch_array(Sresult) ){
$sid = $r["subjectid"];
Ssubject = $r ["subject" ] ,Sunitsrequired = $r["unitsrequired" ] ;
$totalplanned=0;
echo "ctr>\n".
"ctd>".Ssubject."c/td>\n";

$query2 = "SELECT subjectid,cos.classid,units,gradelevel ,semester,
"classname FROM courseofstudy cos, classes ".
"WHERE studentid=\"$studentid\" AND subjectid=\"$sid\" ".
"AND cos.classid=classes.classid ".
"ORDER BY gradelevel,semester";
$result2 = mysql_query($query2) or die("Bad query: $query2");
for ($sem=l;$semc=8;$sem++) {
^classes[$sem]="";
)

while ($r2 = mysql_fetch_array($result2)) {
$units=$r2["units"];
$classname=$r2 ["classname" ];
$totalplanned += $units;
$yr=$r2["gradelevel"]+0;
$s=($r2["semester"]=="Second”)+1; //Should be able to get the enum val
$sem=($yr-9)*2+$s; //Should be 1 to 8
$classes[$sem].= $classname.”cbr>”.$units." units<br>";
}
for ($sem=l;$semc=8;$sem++) {
echo "ctd>".$classes[$sem] ."c/td>\n";
)
echo "ctd align=\"right\">".number_format($totalplanned,1)."c/td>\n".
"ctd align=\"right\”>”.number_format(junitsrequired,1)."c/td>\n".
"c/tr>\n";
$grandtotalplanned+=$totalplanned;
$grandtotalrequired+=$unitsrequired ;
}

echo "ctrxtd colspan=\"7\">Note that any units taken in a specific subject area
"above the requirement may be counted as electives.
"This means that the number of elective units required do not have to be met ”.
"as long as the total number of units taken meet the total number required.",
"c/tdxtd colspan=\"2\" align=\"right\">cb>Grand Total:c/bx/td>".
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"<td align=\"right\,,xb>1' . mmiber_f ormat ($grandtotalplanned, 1) . "</bx/td>".
"<td align=\"right\"><b>".number_format(jgrandtotalrequired,1)."</b></td>".
"</tr>";

?>
</tablex / £ ontx /center>
</body>
</html>
<!----------------------------------------------------------- Filename:
showreportcard.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2004-10-25 23:25
------------------------------------------------------------ >
<?
header("Location: reportcard.php?studentid=$studentid&gradelevel=$gradelevel
&semester=$semester&printfmt=l") ;
?>

< i----------------------------------------------------------- Filename:
showtranscript.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-05-31 00:32
------------------------------------------------------------ >
<html>
<head>
<? include("header.inc"); ?>
</head>
<body>
<?
if (!$studentid) {
echo "You must select a student<br>";
die("Click the Back Button and try again.");
}

require_once('dbconnect.php ');
Sconnect = dbconnect();
Squery = "SELECT firstname, lastname FROM students WHERE ".
”studentid=\”$studentid\"";
Sresult = mysql_query(Squery) or die("Bad query: Squery");
jr = mysql_fetch_array(Sresult);
jstudentname=$r["firstname"]." ".$r["lastname"];

Squery = "SELECT grade, points FROM gradepoints ORDER BY points DESC";
jresult = mysql_query(jquery) or die("Bad query: Squery");
while ($r = mysql_fetch_array(Sresult)){
$grades[] = $r["grade"];
jpoints[jr["grade"]] = jr["points"];
)

$q="SELECT sum(sickdays) as totalsickdays, sum(vacationdays) as ".
"totalvacationdays, sum (schooldays) as totalschooldays ".
"FROM monthlyeval WHERE studentid=jstudentid";
Sresult = mysql_query($q) or die(mysql_error()) ;
jnrows=mysql_num_rows(jresult) ;
if ($nrows) {
jr = mysql_fetch_assoc($result);
jtotalsickdays= $r["totalsickdays"];
jtotalvacationdays= $r["totalvacationdays"] ;
jtotalschooldays= $r["totalschooldays" ] ;
) else {
Stotalsickdays= 0; $totalvacationdays= 0; $totalschooldays= 0;
}
// Tab is used for spacing and to make underlines
$ tab="&nbsp;&nbsp;tnbsp;&nbsp;fcnbsp;fcnbsp; &nbsp;" ;

?>

<center>
<tablextrxtd>
<?
echo "<centerxh2xi>Dikaios Christian Academy</ix/h2>".
"<h3>Transcript for: <u>&nbsp; Sstudentname &nbsp;</u> fcnbsp;fcnbsp; ".
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</ux/h3x/center>\n";
echo
echo
echo
echo

"<center>Total Attendance<br>";
"Sick Days: <u>&nbsp; $totalsickdays &nbsp;</u>&nbsp;&nbsp;\n";
"Vacation Days: <u>&nbsp; $totalvacationdays &nbsp;</u>&nbsp;&nbsp;\n" ;
"Days in School: <u>&nbsp; $totalschooldays &nbsp; </uxbrxbr>\n" ;

$query = "SELECT subjectid, subject, unitsrequired FROM subjects
"WHERE unitsrequired >0.0 ORDER BY printorder";
$result = mysql_query($query) or dieC'Bad query: $query");
echo "<center>Credit Summary<br>\n";
echo "ctable border=\''l\"xtr>\n" .
"<th>Subject Area</th>\n" .
"<th>Required</th>\n".
"<th>Completed</th>\n".
"<th>Deficient</th>\n".
"</tr>\n";
while ($r = mysql_fetch_array($result) ){
$sid = $r["subjectid"];
$subject = $r["subject"];
$unitsrequired = $r["unitsrequired"];
$query2 = "SELECT SUM(unitscompleted) as conpleted FROM courseofstudy ".
"WHERE studentid=\"$studentid\" AND subjectid=\"$sid\" GROUP BY subjectid"
$result2 = mysql_query($query2) or dieC'Bad query: $query2");
$r2 = mysql_fetch_array($result2);
Scoinpleted = $r2 ["completed"] ;
Stotalrequired += $unitsrequired;
$totalcompleted += $completed;
$deficient = 0;
if ($completed<$unitsrequired) { $deficient=$unitsrequired-$completed; }
echo "<tr>\n".
"<td>".$subject."</td>\n".
"<td align=\"right\">".number_format(Sunitsrequired, 1)."</td>\n".
"<td align=\"right\">",number_format($completed, 1)."</td>\n".
"<td align=\"right\">".number_format($deficient,1)."</td>\n".
”</tr>\n";
}
Stotaldeficient = 0;
if ($totalcompleted<$totalrequired) {
$totaldeficient=$totalrequired-$totalcompleted;
}
echo "<tr>\n".
"<td>Total Credits</td>\n".
"<td align=\"right\">".number_format($totalrequired,1)."</td>\n”.
"<td align=\"right\">".number_format($totalcompleted,1)."</td>\n".
”<td align=\ "right\ ">'' .number_format ($ to tai def icient, 1) . "</td>\n" .
" < / trx /1ablex /center><br>\n" ;

$query = "SELECT * FROM courseofstudy cos, classes c, subjects s ".
"WHERE studentid=\"$studentid\"
"AND cos.classid=c.classid AND cos.subjectid=s.subjectid 11.
"ORDER BY gradelevel,semester";
$result = mysql_query($query) or dieC'Bad query: $query");

$query2 = "SELECT activities,fieldtrips,notel,note2,note3,note4 ".
" FROM monthlyeval WHERE studentid=\"$studentid\"
$result2 = mysql_query($query2) or dieC'Bad query: $query") ;
$classcount=mysql_num_rows($result) ;
echo "<br>Grade Summary<br>\n";
if ($classcount>0) {
echo "ctable width=\"100%\" align=\"center\" border=\"l\">\n".
"<th>Subject Area</td>\n" .
"<th>Class\n".
"<th>Hours\n".
"<th>Units<br>Attempted\n".
"cth>Unitscbr>Completed\n".
"<th>Grade\n".
"</tr>\n";
$totalunits=0; $gpa=0;
while ($r = mysql_fetch_array($result)) {
$cosid=$r['cosid'];
$subject=$r['subject'];
$classname=$r ['classname'];
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$units=$r['units'];
$hours=$r['hours'];
Sclassgrade=$r['classgrade'];
$unitscompleted=$r [ 'unitscompleted' ] ;
$totalunits+=$unitscompleted;
$gpa+=$unitscompleted * Spoints[Sclassgrade];
echo "<tr>".
"ctd align=\"right\" valign=\"top\">" .
$subject.
”</td><td valign=\"top\">".
$classname.
"</tdxtd valign=\"top\" align=\''right\">" .
Shours.
"</tdxtd valign=\"top\'' align=\"right\">".
Sunits."&nbsp;".
"c/tdxtd valign=\"top\ " align=\"right\ ">".
Sunitscompleted."&nbsp;".
■</tdxtd valign=\"top\" align=\"left\">" .
"&nbsp;".Sclassgrade .
"c/td>".
"</tr>\n";
}
if ($totalunits>0) { Sgpa /= $totalunits; ) else { $gpa = 0; }
echo "ctrxtd colspan=\"4\" align=\"right\ " >Totals:fcnbsp;c/td>".
"ctd align=\"center\">".number_format($totalunits,2).
"c/tdxtd align=\"center\">".number_format ($gpa, 2) . "c/tdx/tr>" ;
echo "ctrxtd colspan=\"6\">".
"ccenterxb>EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIESc/bx/centerx/tdx/tr>".
"ctrxtd colspan=\"6\">" ;
$extra="";
while ($r2 = mysql_fetch_array($result2, ) {
$act=$r2['activity'];
$trips=$r2['fieldtrips' ] ;
$nl=$r2['notel'];
$n2=$r2['note2'];
$n3=$r2['note3'];
$n4=$r2['note4'];
if ($act) { Sextra.= $act."cbr>"; }
if (Strips) { $extra.= Strips."<br>"; }
if ($nl) { Sextra.= $nl."cbr>"; )
if ($n2) { Sextra.= $n2."cbr>"; }
if ($n3) ( Sextra.= $n3."cbr>"; }
if ($n4) { Sextra.= $n4."cbr>"; }
}
if (Sextra) {
echo Sextra;
} else {
echo "Nonecbr>";
)
echo " c / tdx / tr> ” ;
echo "c/table>\n";
echo "cbr>Teacher's Signature: cu>".Stab.Stab.$tab.Stab.Stab.Stab.Stab.
"c/u> Date: cu>“ . Stab. Stab. Stab. "c/uxbr>" ;
echo "cbr>ISP Admin's Signature: cu>".$tab.Stab.Stab.Stab.Stab.Stab.Stab
"c/u> Date: cu>".Stab.Stab.Stab."c/uxbr>”;
)
?>
c/tdx/trx/tablex/center>
c/body>
c/html>

<!----------------------------------------------------------- Filename: valid_user.php
- Written by: Darryl Scroggins
- Last Modified : 2005-04-27 20:52
------------------------------------------------------------ >
c?
session_start ();
if (!isset($_SESSION['valid_user '])) {
header (" Location: index. php'') ;
die();
)
?>
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